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Preface
It is a new chapter for the Arolsen Archives. The international center on Nazi persecution is taking a critical
look at its own past through this exhibition and publication on the history of what came into existence as
the International Tracing Service (ITS).
Why was the ITS founded? How and where were the
documents collected? What inquiries have, to this day,
been sent to the ITS by over three million people
around the world? This publication answers these and
many other questions.
The Arolsen Archives hold more than 30 million documents on Holocaust victims, concentration camp
prisoners, forced laborers and survivors. The sheer
size of the collection is overwhelming, and every single document bears witness to the incomprehensible
scope of persecution under the Nazis. The last signature of a murdered prisoner on a concentration camp
registration card, the passport photo of a surviving
child in a post-war file – these are intimate and personal traces of individual lives in the huge machinery of bureaucracy. For me, this is what the Arolsen
Archives are about. They are about death, but also
about life.
The archive of the ITS was created to document the
crimes of the Nazis and the fates of their victims. Today the archive is a place where evidence of the Nazis’
atrocities is safely preserved. The Arolsen Archives
are a “paper monument,” to borrow an expression
from survivor Thomas Buergenthal. They are a monument to all victims of Nazi persecution, both those

for whom we have found original documents and the
many others for whom we have not – but whose memory is preserved in the letters we receive from relatives asking about them. This, too, is characteristic
of the Arolsen Archives. They are living collections
that continue to grow.
When we look to the future, we see changes in society
and new challenges to tackle – in a Europe shaped
by migration and growing intolerance. Reckoning with
our own history is the prerequisite for acting responsibly in the future. For this reason, we want to actively
approach people and spark their interest, particularly young people with no personal connection to the
history of National Socialism. We do not know what
questions future generations will ask, but we must
ensure that they keep asking.

Małgorzata Stolarska-Fronia and Jens-Christian
Wagner, who provided essential input at key stages.
The design and implementation of the exhibition was
handled by gewerkdesign, Berlin – thanks a lot for the
professional work!
Very special thanks go to the witnesses and victims
of persecution, Alexandr Afanasjew, Esther Bejarano,
Thomas Buergenthal and Anna Scharf, for their support. And last but not least, thank you to the many
employees of the Arolsen Archives who have shared
their knowledge of the past.

The exhibition will be temporarily displayed in a
rented space in Bad Arolsen (Germany) until this
collection, belonging to the UNESCO Memory of the
World, is finally brought together under a new roof.
I hope that the exhibition raises awareness of the
potential of the Arolsen Archives to play a new role,
to address socially relevant issues and to strengthen
democratic values.
I would like to thank the curators of the exhibition,
Isabel Panek, Henning Borggräfe and Christian
Höschler. I also want to thank those who have supported this endeavor from the start, especially RikolaGunnar Lüttgenau, our curatorial advisor whose help
has been invaluable, as well as Yehudit Shendar,

Floriane Azoulay,
Director of the Arolsen Archives
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Introduction
Henning Borggräfe,
Christian Höschler,
Isabel Panek

Millions of people were deported and murdered under
the Nazi dictatorship from 1933 to 1945 in Germany
and the territories it occupied during World War II. The
victims included Jews, Sinti and Roma people, political opponents, people with disabilities, homosexuals,
social outsiders, foreign forced laborers and many
others. Soon after the war ended, the world’s most
comprehensive collection of documents on victims of
Nazi crimes was assembled in Arolsen with the aim of
finding missing persons and clarifying their fate. Kilometer upon kilometer of files, index cards and lists
are stored next to each other on shelves – millions
of documents about Holocaust victims and concentration camp prisoners, foreign forced laborers and
survivors. There are more than 50 million cards in the
Central Name Index alone, and over three million case
files hold correspondence on the fates of individual
victims of Nazi persecution. The collections of the
Arolsen Archives, which were created for the International Tracing Service (ITS) and have grown through
decades of tracing and documentation work, are a
unique place of remembrance: a paper monument.

The exhibition on the history of the Arolsen Archives
focuses on this paper in order to address three central
perspectives spanning the systematic and chronological narrative. First, the documents represent the almost unimaginable scale of the Nazis’ crimes while
making them tangible at the same time – through
countless individual stories of persecution, deportation and murder, but also survival, reunions and new
beginnings. For many relatives of the victims, this paper stands for memory. It holds more than “just” information – it is often the last trace of a lost loved one’s
life.

mans and in fierce battles over legal punishment and
compensations in the first decades after the war, but
also in new social efforts to come to terms with the
past and in waves of compensation since the 1980s.
The third perspective reveals the profound changes in
how the documents have been handled. Over the decades, documents that had once been used for Nazi
persecution and then for Allied aid became the everyday working materials of the ITS, which adapted them
in a variety of ways – by specially sorting and labeling
them, for example. But these documents have also
become increasingly valuable to memory culture. This
can be seen in the growing interest of memorial initiatives, scholars and journalists, as well as in the new
status that was conferred on this documentary heritage when the collections were added to the UNESCO
Memory of the World register in 2013. The actual process of working with the documents and questions of
access are therefore an important part of the story.
This examination of the history of the Arolsen
Archives not only explains how the search for missing persons and clarification of their fate developed
over time, leading to the creation of this unique paper monument, it also illuminates the changing approaches to dealing with historical evidence and the
victims of Nazi crimes.
Early Tracing and Documentation

Second, the documents testify to the many different
consequences and effects of Nazi crimes on individuals and society alike: living with uncertainty or the loss
of family, searching for a new home, suffering from serious injuries and existential crises, and experiencing
support and recognition but also ongoing exclusion.
Tracing and documentation was one of the areas in
which Nazi crimes were dealt with after 1945. This
played out in conflicts between the Allies and Ger-

After the end of World War II, the Allies faced a humanitarian crisis on a historically unprecedented
scale. In the wake of the Nazis’ crimes, millions of
people were missing – both by family members and
friends as well as the governments of different countries. Searching for these missing people and clarifying their fate became an important task, but one
that was strictly divided along the lines of friend and

foe. Separate tracing structures were established for
German war victims, prisoners of war, refugees and
expellees, while the Allies focused on victims of Nazi
persecution. Although there were historical forerunners to these activities – such as the tracing programs
developed by the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC) in Geneva during World War I which primarily dealt with prisoners of war – the process started off in fits and starts. In the first postwar years a
variety of organizations carried out tracing, information and documentation activities in parallel and in
different ways.
Some of the earliest efforts were made by survivors
themselves, many of whom were neither silent nor
passive after 1945. For example, prisoners liberated
from Dachau concentration camp founded the International Information Office (IIO). The IIO issued certificates of imprisonment based on concentration camp
documents that the prisoners themselves had saved
shortly before liberation. These certificates enabled
survivors and those left behind to receive welfare
benefits, such as food and clothing. IIO employees
also wrote one of the first histories of Dachau concentration camp and contributed to a memorial book
documenting the names of the dead. For employees
such as Walter Cieślik, the head of the IIO who had
been a political prisoner himself, this work was an expression of solidarity with other former prisoners and
their families. The activities of the survivors were limited, however; the US Military Government put restrictions on the IIO, which was disbanded in 1946.
Previously established aid organizations also participated in the search for missing persons. One example
was the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (AJDC), a Jewish aid organization that had been
founded in 1914. Unlike the IIO in Dachau, the work of
the AJDC was not locally limited. The organization had
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tracing offices all over Europe and overseas which
exchanged information about Holocaust victims and
survivors in order to resolve tracing cases internationally. Although the AJDC played an important role in
early tracing activities, the organization did not follow a standardized process. Individual AJDC offices
were involved to varying degrees and developed their
own tracing methods, something that was not always
conducive to efficiency. Nonetheless, the AJDC often
managed to reunite missing persons and secure important documents as evidence.
Besides these aid organizations and smaller survivor
initiatives, the Allies had begun developing ideas for a
standardized tracing system as early as 1943. The first
major institution to emerge in the autumn of 1945 was
the Central Tracing Bureau (CTB) under the direction
of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), the biggest and most important aid organization in the postwar period. The CTB
was initially based in Frankfurt-Höchst in occupied
Germany. It moved to Arolsen in Northern Hesse in
early 1946, primarily due to the town’s favorable location between the four occupation zones and its relatively intact infrastructure. The tracing bureau quickly
took over several buildings there, including the old
and new palaces and the barracks previously used by
the SS.
Parallel to the CTB in Arolsen, the Allies ran individual
zonal tracing bureaus in their respective occupation
zones. One of their tasks was to secure and collect
documents, and at the end of 1945 they began sending orders and instructions to German authorities
as part of a large-scale foreigner tracing campaign.
Documents from the concentration camps were an
important basis for tracing individuals and clarifying
their fate, as were lists from the police, judiciary, municipal administrations and other offices. The zonal

11

tracing bureaus sometimes communicated through
the CTB, but they were often also in direct contact
with numerous national tracing offices. The activities
of the CTB in Arolsen were largely limited to the overall
coordination of tracing activities and the circulation
of inquiries. As a result, while the CTB represented a
large-scale tracing structure, it was at the same time
a rather decentralized network with long lines of communication which did not always function efficiently.
UNRRA had a time-limited mandate, and when it
wrapped up most of its work in Europe in mid-1947,
a question mark hung over the future of the tracing
service in Arolsen. It was clear to everyone involved,
however, that the search for missing persons would
continue for many more years. The CTB was ultimately
taken over by the International Refugee Organization
(IRO) – the successor to UNRRA at the United Nations
– and it was renamed in early 1948: from that point
on the institution was known as the ITS, the International Tracing Service. This also heralded a period of
reorganization. The zonal tracing bureaus were closed
one by one, and their documents and employees were
moved to Arolsen. This laid the foundation for centralized tracing activities and for today’s archive. One
defining feature of this centralization was that numerous documents from other tracing offices, including
the IIO at Dachau and papers from AJDC offices, were
also transferred to Arolsen.
In the late 1940s, the still young institution began to
professionalize and expand its work. The first director of the ITS, Maurice Thudicum from Switzerland,
was a tracing expert who had previously led tracing
activities conducted by the Red Cross in Geneva. In
terms of international connections, too, an important
change took place – though it actually hindered the
organization’s tracing work: due to its growing conflict
with the Western powers, the Soviet Union no longer
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participated in the ITS. This brought an end to the exchange of inquiries and documents between East and
West.
Meanwhile, the number of ITS employees rose rapidly,
from 80 people in 1945 to 1,758 just four years later.
The first employees came from 20 different countries
and comprised Allied military personnel and civilians
as well as many Displaced Persons (DPs), people who
had been liberated from the camps and from forced
labor and either wanted to return to their countries of
origin or find a new home elsewhere. At the ITS, these
DPs were housed in their own camp in the former barracks in Arolsen. The ITS soon began employing local Germans as well, which led to tension since some
of the men had previously been active in the SS or
other Nazi organizations. When the employees’ backgrounds were reviewed in the early 1950s, at least 45
people were dismissed. After most of the DPs emigrated in the 1950s, they were succeeded by younger locals from different professions who lacked the
necessary historical and archival knowledge. However, through decades of specialized work at the ITS,
they became extremely knowledgeable about specific
parts of the ITS archive.
The first half of the 1950s brought some important
organizational changes as well. When the IRO ended
its work in 1951, the leadership of the ITS temporarily
passed to the Allied High Commission for Occupied
Germany (HICOG). Under its representative Hugh G.
Elbot, now head of the ITS, even stronger connections
were established with the West (in a speech, Elbot referred to the ITS as a “shop window of democracy”).
At the same time, many activities were stopped and
the staff was reduced dramatically. From this point
on, the tracing service acted mainly as an information
office.

Introduction

Even the HICOG leadership was only a temporary
solution, however, because HICOG itself was dissolved when the occupation period ended. The idea
of handing over the collections to the Germans was
viewed critically by many survivors’ associations as
well as Elbot himself. Eventually the ICRC put itself
forward as a neutral organization with the relevant experience to manage the ITS. With the signing of the
Bonn Agreements in 1955 by German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer, ICRC President Paul Ruegger and representatives of Western states, the ICRC took over the
ITS and appointed its directors from then on. Additionally, an International Commission was formed to
act as a supervisory body and guarantee the protection of the collections. The core mission of the ITS, as
defined by the Bonn Agreements, was to collect, organize, and safeguard the documents, as well as make
them accessible. This established an institutional
framework that would remain in place until 2012.

following steps: the creation of a Central Name Index
(CNI) and the search for information in the archived
documents on Nazi crimes, actively searching in the
field, contacting local authorities and, finally, mass
tracing through the media.

Tracing Methods and Information

For this reason, documents from the concentration
camps and those collected through the Allied foreigner tracing campaign were another important foundation of the name index. These documents contained
information about individual paths of persecution
and often provided clues about a person’s last known
location and fate. Starting in 1946, these personal
details were also transferred to reference cards and
filed in the CNI. This process, which continued in this
way for decades, was known as carding at the ITS.
Cards were arranged in the CNI following an alphabetical-phonetic system that took into account how
the names were pronounced. This system had previously been used for the prisoner-of-war index of the
ICRC in Geneva. It offered a solution to dealing with
the name variations and misspellings that often arose
due to the many different nationalities of the victims
of persecution registered by the Nazi authorities and
the DPs registered by Allied administrators. With this

Tracing methods and the information provided by the
ITS have changed dramatically over the decades. The
institution initially focused on searching for missing
children, adolescents and adults. From the mid-1950s,
however, the ITS also became a central point of contact for authorities, courts and lawyers representing
victims of Nazi persecution who needed documentary
evidence mainly for compensation claims, but also for
immigration proceedings, naturalization procedures
and pension applications.
In its daily work, the ITS was able to draw partially on
knowledge and techniques that had previously been
created in Geneva. At the same time, however, new
processes had to be developed to cope with the scale
of the Nazis’ crimes. In the immediate postwar period, tracing victims of Nazi persecution involved the

The CTB had started creating the name index in the
autumn of 1945. Employees transferred all important
information from search inquiries to index cards, especially personal details and references to an individual’s path of persecution. When new cards were filed
in the index, inquiry cards from people seeking missing persons and information about the persons being
sought would ideally collide – a meeting of cards that
would enable the tracing office to bring the two parties together. This happened in very few cases, however, because many missing persons had never submitted an inquiry themselves – or were unable to do
so because they were no longer alive.
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system, all reference cards relating to the same person are filed together, regardless of how the name is
written.
Parallel to establishing the CNI, the employees in Arolsen began creating case files in 1947 – known as
T files (“T” for tracing) – for each person being traced.
All correspondence and findings about an individual
were kept in these files. If the ITS later received another inquiry about the same person, it would be added to the file. If no clues could be found in the CNI or
the archive, the ITS would contact other tracing offices and local authorities. Immediately after the war,
active searches were also conducted in former places
of imprisonment and persecution.
Additionally, the ITS carried out mass tracing campaigns in the media until 1950. Employees would compile lists of missing persons, which were circulated in
DP camps, published in newspapers and broadcast
on the radio. In Germany and other countries, radio
stations would set aside regular slots for reading out
these tracing lists. The lists were usually published
and broadcast where the ITS thought readers or listeners might have information, such as the last known
residence of missing individuals.
But the search for missing persons was often a search
for the deceased. A Special Registry Office was therefore established in Arolsen in 1949. This is the only
office permitted to certify the death of concentration
camp prisoners. To this day, death certificates are issued to the family members of former prisoners whose
death in a concentration camp can be confirmed
based on material in the Arolsen Archives or through
research in other registry offices and memorials.
The Allies set up separate tracing structures for children and adolescents which were expanded at the

Introduction

ITS in 1948 to form the Child Search Branch. This
department had initially been based in Esslingen at
the US zonal tracing bureau and moved to Arolsen in
1950 when the zonal tracing bureau closed. The ITS
Child Search Branch had two main responsibilities: it
searched for foreign children who had been reported
missing by their families, and it traced and registered
unaccompanied children in order to find their parents
or other relatives. Employees combed through German registry offices and orphanages in the search for
clues about missing and abducted foreign children.
The language skills of the many DPs working for the
ITS were tremendously helpful in all of these tracing
activities. But when most of the DPs emigrated in the
1950s, the inquiries received by the ITS also changed
in nature. The bulk of the hundreds of thousands of
inquiries sent to Arolsen in the 1950s and 1960s were
requests for confirmation of imprisonment or residence, which were needed for compensation claims
in West Germany. Most of these inquiries were not
from former victims, however, but from lawyers or officials who wanted to support or review such claims.
From 1954, these requests began to outnumber tracing inquiries. As a result, the search process increasingly involved research in the archive, and the work
of the ITS became more administrative. This was reflected in the new name given to the T files, which
were now known as tracing/documentation files, or
T/D files for short. These files are still created and updated (digitally) each time an inquiry is received about
a person. For information applicable to compensation
proceedings, the ITS introduced a standardized certificate providing details about an individual’s places
and periods of imprisonment and reasons for persecution. ITS employees literally copied this information
from the Nazi documents word for word, without offering any historical context. This was problematic for

many former victims because, according to the German Federal Law for Compensating Nazi Victims, only
people who had been persecuted on political, racist
or religious grounds were entitled to compensation.
The information supplied from Arolsen often gave
the authorities a basis for withholding benefits from
Sinti and Roma people, homosexuals, so-called “antisocial elements” and nearly all non-German victims
of persecution.
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sia, Germany, the USA, France and Israel, who want
to find out more about the fate of their relatives and
reconstruct their family history. To answer their questions, research is conducted in the archive and digital
copies of the archival documents are sent together
with explanatory information. But even today, new
tracing processes are sometimes initiated and families are reunited.
Collecting and Organizing

Following the Final German Federal Law for Compensating Nazi Victims of 1965, the number of inquiries
received by the ITS continually declined. It was not
until the late 1980s that a fresh wave of inquiries
reached Arolsen. This was the result of new debates
about forced laborers and other groups of “forgotten victims”, as well as the introduction of previously
non-existent compensation payments made by Germany to Nazi victims from Central and Eastern Europe
after the end of the Cold War. Hundreds of thousands
of inquiries reached the ITS each year, leading to
enormous backlogs and waiting periods that sometimes lasted for years. The situation worsened in 2001
when payments began to be made to former forced
laborers through the Foundation “Remembrance,
Responsibility and Future” (EVZ). These applications
were reviewed by seven international partners of the
EVZ Foundation, who asked the ITS for confirmation in over 800,000 cases. To handle the immense
backlog of cases, the ITS management introduced a
CNI fast-track process, among other things. But despite these and other measures, the waiting times remained extremely long – a situation that was widely
lambasted in the media and posed a major problem
for elderly survivors.
Most of the inquiries received today – around 20,000
per year – come from the descendants of former victims of Nazi persecution, primarily from Poland, Rus-

For the purposes of tracing and documentation, it
was essential to collect, index and evaluate the paper
evidence of Nazi crimes. Important information was
also found in documents drawn up by the Allies after
the war to register and assist DPs. All of these documents, together with the Central Name Index and the
T/D files, make up the Arolsen Archives.
But looking back to the origins of this unique archive,
what we find first are the investigation documents
produced by the ITS itself. Since many Nazi crimes
were documented poorly or not at all, the ITS set out
on its own search for evidence in the second half of
the 1940s. For example, to gather proof of the death
marches endured by many concentration camp inmates in the last weeks of the war, the ITS sent questionnaires to thousands of municipalities and former
prisoners. Based on the responses, ITS employees
were able to reconstruct the march routes and places
where prisoners had died. Exhumations were carried
out locally to find clues to the identity of the victims
– such as prisoner numbers taken from their clothing, which could be compared with information from
concentration camp documents. Many death march
victims were identified in this way. Some of the first
documents in Arolsen included these investigation
documents as well as a similar collection of thousands of questionnaires in which former prisoners
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provided information about little-known places of imprisonment.
The second pillar of the archive was the name index
mentioned earlier. The vast majority of documents
referred to in this index were not initially stored in
Arolsen, however, but in the zonal tracing bureaus. It
was only after these bureaus closed – when the task
of tracing was joined by the documentation of persecution for compensation purposes in the early 1950s –
that the ITS began to develop into an archive and be referred to as such. The Concentration Camp Documents
Section was created first. Valuable documents that
the Allies and survivors had secured from Buchenwald, Dachau, Mauthausen and other camps were
stored here. This section additionally held many other
materials relating to concentration camp prisoners
that had been produced by various offices – ranging
from documents from top Reich authorities to lists of
liberated survivors drawn up by aid initiatives in the
early postwar period.
Until 1952, the ITS also received hundreds of thousands of lists of foreign forced laborers from the
closed zonal tracing bureaus. These lists had been
produced by German offices during the foreigner tracing campaign and they formed the core of the new
Wartime Documents Section, along with registration
documents for foreign forced laborers from hundreds
of companies and authorities. Finally, at the end of
1952, over 30 tons of Allied DP registration forms, lists,
and files were sent to Arolsen – a huge accumulation
that made it necessary to create a Postwar Documents
Section. The same organizational structure was soon
established in all three sections: documents about
individuals were stored in large alphabetical indexes, while lists of names were placed in series of files
which were internally organized by subject matter,
geography or chronology.

Introduction

The archive therefore did not follow the principle of
provenance that governs most of the archival world,
according to which records from a particular source
should be stored together as a unit by the responsible archive. Instead, records were arranged with
the goal of ensuring the greatest possible efficiency
when evaluating documents on the basis of individual names. This peculiarity poses a major challenge
today for professional archival management and for
researchers wanting to use the documents.
The name-based evaluation of the documents results
in yet another peculiarity of the Arolsen Archives. Archival materials are traditionally defined as resources
that are unique. Unlike printed books, they are usually only available at a single location. But along with
original documents, the ITS also included millions of
copies in its archive. The ITS had started searching for
documents as soon as it was established. This activity
intensified in the 1980s when it became apparent that
the archive lacked information about many former
forced laborers and Holocaust victims from Central
and Eastern Europe in particular.
Equipped with microfilm cameras and eventually digital technology, ITS employees traveled all over Germany and the rest of Europe and made millions of
copies of documents. This preserved valuable collections and provided important evidence needed for the
compensation claims of tens of thousands of elderly
victims of Nazi persecution. But the activities had a
dark side as well. In the documents they acquired and
copied, ITS employees often blacked out the names of
all prisoners who did not belong to the target group of
foreigners and victims of Nazi persecution. Their decision was based on the German Federal Law for Compensating Nazi Victims from the 1950s, even though
this legislation excluded large groups of victims and
had therefore been the focus of public criticism since

the 1980s. This shows just how much the institution
in Arolsen had isolated itself, and how new public
discussions and research into “forgotten victims” had
passed by the ITS and its employees.
At the time, the ITS claimed that the archive had a
purely “humanitarian mission,” so it was interested
almost exclusively in information about individuals
found in its own collection. This was clearly reflected in the continual expansion of the CNI and in the
creation of the T/D files, which have become valuable
historical documents in their own right over the decades, as they often include personal testimonies and
important information about paths of persecution
and postwar life which are not recorded anywhere
else. These materials, like the historical documents to
which only ITS employees had access, were tools that
were used intensively every day but were not given
much protection.
This gave rise to two large, connected tasks that continue to occupy the Arolsen Archives: digitization and
archival preservation. The digitization of the archival material in Bad Arolsen started in the late 1990s.
Over 85% of the collections have now been scanned
– a higher proportion than almost any other archive.
Nonetheless, this is a major process that changes all
the time due to new technologies and requirements
and is nowhere near complete. While digitization initially served to speed up the process of supplying
information, today it allows the documents to be accessed in a whole new way – not just in the reading
rooms in Bad Arolsen or the facilities of selected partners, but on the internet as well.
Digitization is also an important element of document
preservation, not just because once they have been
digitized, the fragile documents themselves only need
to be used in exceptional cases. Additionally, during
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the scanning process, harmful metals are removed
from the paper and the documents are repacked.
Many documents require more complicated treatment, however, such as deacidification, which protects the poor quality paper of the 1940s from further
decay. These digitization and preservation processes
are the most vivid proof of how the awareness of the
value of these historical documents has changed.
The paper-based evidence of the Nazis’ machinery of
persecution, which later served as a daily work tool
for tracing individuals and clarifying their fate, is now
recognized as cultural heritage of global importance
and a foundation of remembrance that must be permanently protected and publicly accessible.
Openness versus Isolation
A debate raged for decades over whether the archive
should be accessible for the purposes of research,
education and remembrance. Phases of openness alternated with periods of isolation. The orientation of
the ITS was determined largely by its directors, who
established specific cultures of leadership during
their time in office.
Until the early 1980s, under the management of the
Allies and the first directors appointed by the ICRC,
the ITS conducted a number of internal research
projects based on its central mission of clarifying
the fates of individuals. The ITS often lacked the
specific information it needed to respond to inquiries about particular sites of imprisonment or types
of crimes, such as medical experiments on concentration camp prisoners. To acquire this knowledge,
employees reviewed documents regarding specific
topics, conducted research at the sites of crimes, and
questioned survivors. Their findings were recorded in
special card indexes, on maps and in registers, such
as the Catalogues of Camps and Prisons compiled by
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the ITS. Surveys conducted in the late 1940s and early
1950s produced contemporary accounts that are important sources for scholars today. In this way, the
ITS established itself as the central point of contact
for authorities when it came to evaluating and recognizing individual camps for the purposes of compensation proceedings. This expanded remit embroiled
the ITS in debates about Germany’s reckoning with
the past. Tensions frequently arose with the German
Federal Government, which insisted that the ITS only
include sites of imprisonment in its registers which
the government was willing to recognize for compensation purposes – i.e. concentration camps, but not
the tens of thousands of camps for forced laborers.
Parallel to this, survivors, scholars and memorial
initiatives were able to conduct research themselves
at the ITS from the late 1960s. The institution in
Arolsen also supported large projects, particularly the
Memorial Book of the Federal Archives for the Victims
of the Persecution of Jews in Germany. This phase of
openness was closely associated with the director at
the time, Albert de Cocatrix. He had come to Arolsen
as the deputy director in 1955 and led the ITS from
1970 to 1977. He positioned the institution on the side
of the survivors and engaged intensively with victims’
associations.
This phase of openness was brought to an abrupt end
by the subsequent director, Philipp Züger, and his
deputy, Charles-Claude Biedermann, who took over
in 1985. Together they gradually closed the archive to
researchers and wound down its historical projects.
They justified this closure by referring to the self-perception of the ICRC as a neutral humanitarian institution and by adopting a narrower interpretation of the
mission of the ITS as defined by the Bonn Agreements
of 1955. They also employed arguments based on issues of data protection and personal privacy, which

Introduction

had become politically important in West Germany
in the early 1980s. This new sensitivity to handling
personal data affected the collection of further documents by the ITS. Social security authorities grew very
cautious, and many companies were willing to release
records only if the documents would not be accessible to third parties – such as critical historians. This
new direction taken by the ITS administration was
protested right from the start. The 1980s in particular were a time of fierce debate over the Nazi past
in West German society. Following the motto of “dig
where you stand,” memorial initiatives explored local
aspects of Nazi history that had fallen into oblivion
and expressed solidarity with “forgotten victims.” They
accused the ITS of preventing a reckoning with Nazi
history and of “protecting the perpetrators.” Nonetheless, the International Commission – the governing
body of the ITS – supported the administration’s strategy. In 1984 the commission decided that collecting
additional documents for the humanitarian mission of
the ITS took priority over the interests of scholars and
the public. The German Federal Government, which
funded the ITS, strongly supported this policy.
New protests against the isolation of the archive
were launched in the mid-1990s by victims’ associations, the directors of various concentration camp
memorials, scholars and concerned individuals. They
published numerous resolutions emphasizing how
valuable the documents stored in Arolsen were to
research and commemoration, and they harshly criticized the long waiting periods for information needed
for compensation claims. The ITS responded in 1996
by partially opening the archive and making it possible, in principle, to view some documents containing no personal information – though actually using
the documents proved difficult. But this step did not
bring an end to the protests. From the late 1990s, the
question of whether the archive should be opened

appeared on the agenda of the meetings of the
International Commission every single year. But it was
not until 2007 that the archive finally reopened. This
late turnaround was thanks largely to the tireless work
of Paul Shapiro from the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum (USHMM), who spent years building up political and media pressure.
As a result of the opening, the ICRC withdrew from
its leadership of the ITS in 2012. The International
Commission then took responsibility for appointing
the directors, and it forcefully pursued a new course
of modernization, openness and networking at the ITS.
In the same year, the ITS collections were included
on the UNESCO Memory of the World register. Since
then, the institution has fundamentally changed. The
archive and its process of providing information have
been professionalized, and research and education
have become a part of its mission. One important goal
is to make the collections accessible online worldwide, and another is to explore new forms of remembrance and education together with partners. These
changes are reflected in the institution’s new name,
which was introduced in 2019: Arolsen Archives –
International Center on Nazi Persecution. In a Europe
where the social and political solidarity established
so painstakingly in the decades after World War II is
disappearing, the documentation of Nazi crimes and
their victims is still an urgent responsibility. And the
fewer survivors there are to speak out and bear witness to the persecution, the more important this mission becomes.
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Under the Nazi dictatorship from 1933 to 1945,
millions of people were deported and murdered.
In order to search for missing persons and clarify their fates
one of the largest archives on Nazi crimes was founded in Arolsen.
It contains over 30 million documents, index cards and lists,
on Holocaust victims and concentration camp prisoners,
as well as foreign forced laborers and survivors.
Tracing offices had already been established in World War I,
in light of the new dimensions of 20th century warfare,
involving mass murder, deportation, imprisonment and flight.
But the devastation of World War II was even greater.
New structures were therefore set up by the Allies in 1945
to search for the missing victims of Nazi persecution.
And for documents that would help clarify their fate.
As a result, the International Tracing Service was founded in 1948.
Originally a temporary measure, it became a permanent institution
when new responsibilities were added to its tracing activities.
Since 2019 the institution has been known as the Arolsen Archives.
It is an international center on Nazi persecution.
The collections in the Arolsen Archives are a paper monument.
Millions of fates are recorded in millions of documents,
all cataloged within a huge Central Name Index –
and listed on the UNESCO Memory of the World register.
But how did tracing and providing information develop over time?
How was the archive created? Who used it and who had access?
This exhibition enables answers to these questions and
also describes the development of dealing with historical evidence
and the victims of Nazi crimes themselves.
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“Letters … are beginning to pour in … asking whether
… a daughter, husband or wife last known … to be in
some concentration camp(s) is still there, and alive
and well.”
R. D. McClelland, American Legation, 20.4.1945

Destroyed Documents, Auschwitz Concentration and
Extermination Camp, 1945

“A turbulent day. An order came from the
SS camp headquarters to burn all the camp
records, immediately and with no exceptions.”
R. Busch-Waldeck, Prisoner of the Wiener Neudorf Subcamp,
30.3.1945

Letters from Relatives, Shanghai, circa 1945
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“Many of the camp records were removed or
destroyed by the authorities just before
liberation and we therefore have to rely
on the co-operation of ex-prisoners of
the camps.”
Roman Flohr, International Tracing Service, 5.2.1948

Searching for Relatives, Indersdorf, Autumn 1945

“My only child, a six-year-old girl, was taken
by the Germans in 1944, and all I know is
that the child is supposed to have been in
the Birkenau camp.”
Sarah Talvi, Athens, 16.11.1948

Securing Documents, Warsaw, September 1946
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“I tried many ways to find my wife and
my daughter … without any result. I myself
saw them for the last time 5.9.1939.”
G. Langer, Kinross, 16.11.1945

Registering Survivors, Hamburg, 18.5.1945

“After I arrived [in Krakow], I was registered
by the Soviet authorities. The only proof I had
of my identity was my tattoo from Auschwitz.”
P. Schaffer, Holocaust Survivor, 1945

Posters Listing Missing Persons, Paris, 1947
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Personal Objects or So-Called Effects from
Concentration Camp Prisoners
Shortly before the concentration camps were
liberated, the SS burned the files in many camps to
conceal the traces of its crimes. The prisoners’
personal belongings – the so-called effects – which
they had been forced to hand over when they arrived
at a camp, were also destroyed in many places.
The largest collection of preserved effects in the
Arolsen Archives comes from the Neuengamme
concentration camp, whose commandant had the
effects of around 5,000 prisoners sent to Lunden
in Schleswig-Holstein at the end of April 1945.
They were found there by British soldiers.
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Animated

Animated Videos

Videos

From Inquiries to Cases to Information:
Animated Videos on the Practice of Tracing
and Documentation
The animated videos in the exhibition look at
specific cases to explain the process of handling
inquiries and documents, such as the search for
former forced laborer Augustyn Apanasewicz or
the information provided for the compensation
proceedings of Holocaust survivor Esther Bejarano.

Historical archive working tables are used to
present the videos. For years, archive cartons
were placed and transported on these tables.

You can view the videos here:
www.arolsen-archives.org/exhibit
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E a rly Tr a c i n g
an d D o cu m enting
Spring 1945: the Nazi regime had been defeated.
Now the Allies were confronted with many new challenges,
including the care for millions of victims of Nazi persecution.
Many people were concerned about their relatives and friends
some of whom they had lost contact with years ago.
The Allies only searched for the victims of Nazi persecution.
German war victims and prisoners of war, refugees and expellees,
however, had to turn to German tracing services.
Tracing missing victims of the Nazis was difficult at the start.
The Allies were overwhelmed by the scale of the persecution,
and information could often only be found in Nazi documents,
millions of which had to be gathered and studied first.
Therefore, survivors also took matters into their own hands
by actively engaging in postwar search and documentation work
with the support of both new and experienced organizations.
The victorious Allied powers made every effort to
coordinate the search for Nazi victims and documents.
They created the Central Tracing Bureau (CTB) for this task.
This was the root of the International Tracing Service (ITS),
founded in 1948 as the central tracing and information office.
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Passport Photos for IIO Imprisonment Certificates,
circa 1945/1946
The IIO issued individual certificates of
imprisonment in Dachau concentration camp,
which former inmates could use to acquire food,
civilian clothing, shelter and medical care.
These certificates required passport photos,
around 2,100 of which are still preserved in the
Arolsen Archives.

In the spring of 1945, prisoners liberated in Dachau
established the International Information Office (IIO).
It supported former prisoners and their relatives
by issuing certificates of imprisonment in Dachau
which could be used to claim relief services.
The IIO also documented the horrors of the Dachau camp
with lists of people who had been imprisoned and died there.
They were based on concentration camp records saved by prisoners.
Today they are kept in Bad Arolsen, alongside original IIO files.

Imprisonment Certificate Issued by the IIO
for Dawid Eiger, July 4, 1946
Dawid Eiger was a Polish Jew born in 1922.
He was imprisoned in Dachau shortly before
the liberation in April 1945. After the war
the IIO issued this certificate of his time in the
camp, which enabled Eiger to claim relief services.
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Self-Organization by Survivors

Excerpt of a Letter from Ilse Voigt from
Warnemünde to the IIO, June 12, 1946

Letter from Walter Cieślik (IIO) to Ilse Voigt,
June 28, 1946

Inquiry from the Victims of Fascism Committee
(Rostock City Council) to the IIO, July 18, 1946

In March 1946, at the request of Ilse Voigt, the IIO
had issued a certificate confirming that her father,
Otto Riebe, had been a prisoner in Dachau.
However, this certificate did not reveal his
prisoner category. Ilse Voigt therefore wrote to
the IIO again to ask for this information.

This letter from Walter Cieślik, head of the IIO,
informed Ilse Voigt that only the municipal
concentration camp prisoner support office
responsible for Voigt was authorized to provide
information about her father’s prisoner category.

In response to the prior correspondence between
Ilse Voigt and the IIO, the concentration camp
prisoner support office in Rostock also inquired
about Otto Riebe’s prisoner category in July 1946.
In this letter, Otto Riebe is mistakenly referred to
as Voigt’s husband, not as her father.

Response from Walter Cieślik (IIO), August 12, 1946
Walter Cieślik of the IIO informed the Rostock city
council in August 1946 that Otto Riebe had been in
“police protective custody.” He therefore belonged
to the group of so-called “professional criminals”
not eligible for relief services. To this day, they
have neither been recognized, nor have they received
compensation as victims of Nazi persecution.
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Self-Organization by Survivors

Compiling one of the First Prisoner Lists for Dachau
Concentration Camp, August 23, 1946

Excerpt from Overview of Dachau Prisoners Compiled
by Walter Cieślik, circa 1946

In the summer of 1946, the IIO merged with the
Munich branch of the UNRRA tracing and
documentation department. This office was asked
to compile a list of all former prisoners of Dachau
concentration camp based on the camp documents
preserved by the IIO. Walter Cieślik initiated
this project.

This list, alphabetically ordered by name, was based
on a card file from Dachau concentration camp,
saved by prisoners at the end of the war. It noted
the prisoners’ places and dates of birth,
information about their profession and prisoner
category, and the dates of their imprisonment in and
release from the Dachau concentration camp.
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Walter Cieślik

Cieślik

1914–1998
Walter Cieślik in Prisoner Clothing at his Desk
at the IIO, Dachau, June 5, 1945
Cieślik returned to Poland in 1947, taking many IIO
documents with him. But it was his express wish for
the documents to return to Dachau after his death.
Since 1999, they have been preserved by the Dachau
Memorial. The files provide a valuable insight into
the work of the IIO.

Before Walter Cieślik worked for the IIO after the war,
he spent five years as a prisoner in Dachau concentration camp.
The persecution of the Polish bank clerk began in 1940,
when the Gestapo arrested him in Zabrze, Silesia.
Cieślik was taken to Dachau as a political prisoner.
The SS assigned him to work in the registry office,
which gave him access to the camp’s prisoner documents.
Two years after he was liberated, Walter Cieślik decided
to return to Poland, where he passed away in 1998.

Walter Cieślik, Private Photo, Location
unknown, 1986
After his time at the IIO, Cieślik stayed in close
contact with other survivors of Nazi persecution.
In the 1990s he worked with humanitarian
organizations in Germany to support former
inmates of the concentration camps and ghettos.

Inquiry from Walter Cieślik to the ITS, September 13, 1968
In 1968, Walter Cieślik contacted the ITS and
requested a certificate of his time spent in the
sick bay of Dachau concentration camp. He also
mentioned his activities at the IIO and his role in
transferring the documents which today are stored
in the Arolsen Archives.
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Experienced relief organizations also took part in the search,
such as the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (AJDC),
which had been founded in 1914 in the context of World War I.
It had tracing offices all over Europe for clarifying the fates
of missing persons and survivors of the Holocaust.
Many of its employees had been persecuted by the Nazis themselves.
Searching for documents with information about Nazi crimes
was another important activity which the organization carried out.
Many documents from the AJDC later went to the ITS
and are now preserved in the Arolsen Archives.

Inquiry Form for Thomas Buergenthal, AJDC Office
in Belsen, August 4, 1946

Letter from the London AJDC Office to the AJDC
Office in Belsen, October 23, 1946

Thinking she had seen her missing son Thomas in a
newspaper photo, Gerda Buergenthal, who lived in
Göttingen, intensified her search for him. One of
her inquiries reached the AJDC tracing office near
the former Bergen-Belsen concentration camp.
She had last seen her son in January 1945.

Nearly two months later, the London tracing office
of the AJDC confirmed Thomas Buergenthal was alive.
He was freed from Sachsenhausen concentration camp
at the end of the war. A Polish soldier eventually
took him to an orphanage in Otwock, Poland, where
he learnt that his mother was looking for him.
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Tracing Activities by Experienced Organizations

The Network of AJDC Tracing Offices and Cooperating
Partners, circa 1948
This image, produced by the AJDC office in Berlin
highlighted here, illustrates the worldwide search
for missing persons and documents conducted by a
single established organization like the AJDC.
However, this work was not fully coordinated: the
individual AJDC offices used varying approaches
to carry out their search activities.

Transport List of Jews Deported from Gestapo
District I, September 5, 1942

Circular from Larry Lubetsky about Documentation
Efforts, Berlin, June 5, 1947

The Gestapo documents found by the AJDC in the
Berlin Finance Department included transport lists
like the one shown here. They reveal the names of
Jewish men and women from Berlin who were
deported to Theresienstadt, Riga and “the East.”
Most transports went to Auschwitz.

In 1946, the AJDC found Gestapo documents in the
Berlin Finance Department which proved the
deportation of Jews from Berlin. In this circular
addressed to Jewish communities in Germany,
Larry Lubetsky from the Berlin AJDC office asked
for support in the further documentation of
Nazi crimes.
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Thomas

Thomas Buergenthal

Buergenthal

* 1934

Thomas and Gerda Buergenthal, Shortly before
Emigrating to the USA, Location Unknown, circa 1951
Thomas Buergenthal documented his family’s
persecution by the Nazis and the dramatic search
after 1945 in his autobiography A Lucky Child:
A Memoir of Surviving Auschwitz as a Young Boy.

After the liberation, Gerda Buergenthal searched for her son.
She also asked an AJDC tracing office for help.
Thomas Buergenthal was born in Czechoslovakia in 1934,
one year after his parents had fled from Germany.
The family went to Poland in 1939 where the Germans arrested them.
They were then deported from the Kielce ghetto to Auschwitz.
The family was separated. In 1945, the father died in Buchenwald.
In December 1946, mother and son were reunited.
At the end of 1951 they emigrated together to the USA,
where Thomas Buergenthal studied law and became a judge.

Thomas Buergenthal as a Judge at the International
Court of Justice, The Hague, circa 2003
Thomas Buergenthal specializes in human rights
and international law. He was co-founder of the
Inter-American Court of Human Rights and
has taught at many universities in the USA.

Buergenthal Family, Czechoslovakia, circa 1937
It was through the ITS that Buergenthal discovered
his father’s place of death: he died in January 1945
in Buchenwald concentration camp. For Buergenthal
the Arolsen Archives are a “memorial of my father.
There are no others, not even a marked gravestone
in a cemetery.”
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In 1943 the Allies began developing a system for searching
civilians from UN states who were missing
and documents that would help clarify their fate.
This gave rise to the Central Tracing Bureau (CTB), run by the
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA).
It was first located in Frankfurt-Höchst, then Arolsen from 1946.
The Allies also ran bureaus in the individual occupation zones.
These zonal bureaus handled inquiries and secured documents.
The role of the CTB, in turn, was to coordinate the activities of
the zonal tracing bureaus and many national tracing bureaus.

John R. Bowring, Head of the CTB, with an Overview
of Communication Channels, Frankfurt-Höchst, 1945
The CTB worked with national tracing bureaus to
collect documents about Nazi persecution and
to handle individual inquiries. When the national
tracing bureaus needed support, the CTB was able
to assist in many cases through referral to its
zonal tracing bureaus.
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The Central Tracing Bureau (CTB)

CTB Incoming Mail Room, Frankfurt-Höchst,
November 19, 1945
In the months after the war, the number of search
inquiries sent to the CTB continued to rise. Every
day thousands of letters arrived. This photo shows
CTB employees sorting the mail before individual
cases were forwarded to be handled by other units.

CTB Employees Working on Individual Cases,
Frankfurt-Höchst, circa 1945
Incoming information was recorded on index cards
which were filed in a tracing index. Ideally,
inquiries and existing information about a missing
person would collide here in a meeting of cards.
Many of the employees had been persecuted
themselves. Their language skills were a pillar
of the CTB.

Inquiry Card for Szlamek Krupka, circa 1946

Checking Report for Szlamek Krupka,
September 5, 1946

After the war, Rosia Krupka-Birenbaum searched for
her husband, Szlamek Krupka, a Polish Jew. She
submitted a search inquiry to the Red Cross in
London. Her case was forwarded to the CTB, where
all the important basic information was recorded
on the card shown here.

Based on the information submitted with the inquiry
for Szlamek Krupka, the documents at the CTB were
checked. The CTB determined that Krupka had last
been imprisoned in Dachau concentration camp and
was liberated in the Mühldorf subcamp at the end
of the war. This was noted in the checking report.
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Tracing Form for Szlamek Krupka, September 12, 1946
The CTB turned to the tracing bureau in the US zone
and asked whether it knew Krupka’s location and
state of health. The answer was noted on the bottom
half of this form: Szlamek Krupka was alive and well
and living as a Displaced Person (DP) in a camp
in Zeilsheim.

The Central Tracing Bureau (CTB)

Overview of the Search for Documents in Bavaria,
March 5, 1947
Concentration camp documents were important to
the tracing activities, as were lists compiled by
the German police, judiciary, local authorities and
other offices by order of the Allies as part of an
operation for tracing foreigners launched in 1946.
The documents were gathered and initially
stored in the zonal tracing bureaus.
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Links between the Central Tracing Bureau (CTB)
and the Zonal and National Tracing Bureaus
Despite its name, the CTB alone did not play a very
central role. In many cases, its job was to circulate
search inquiries. During this time, the zonal tracing
bureaus were more active. They searched locally and
worked directly with the national bureaus. The CTB
was often not involved in this.
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In 1947, UNRRA brought most of its work in Europe to an end.
Tracing activities were taken over by its successor at the UN,
the International Refugee Organization (IRO) based in Geneva.
To consolidate the search for missing persons even more,
the CTB became the International Tracing Service (ITS) in 1948.
It brought together the three Western zonal tracing bureaus.
This meant they were gradually dissolved in the following years,
and most documents and employees were moved to Arolsen.
The Soviet Union was not involved in the ITS, however,
because conflict with the Western powers was intensifying.

Article about the Future of the CTB in the UNRRA
Newsletter Team News, March 22, 1947
In spring 1947, the future of the CTB was uncertain.
It was clear that UNRRA would stop running the
tracing service. But the search for and documentation
of missing persons was far from over. Therefore,
representatives of UNRRA met with the national
tracing bureaus to find a solution to the operation
of the tracing service.
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The Founding of the International Tracing Service (ITS)

Maurice Thudicum, First Director of the ITS,
Arolsen, circa 1951
Maurice Thudicum was the first director of the
newly founded ITS, after being involved in its
creation as a consultant. His prior leading position
within the Central Agency for Prisoners of War of the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
in Geneva qualified him for the new role.

Resolution on the Founding of the ITS,
October 30, 1947

Excerpt from an Overview of the Reorganization of
the ITS in Arolsen, November 6, 1947

Press Release about an International Tracing
Conference at the ITS, August 31, 1949

Seating Plan for the International Tracing
Conference, Arolsen, September 1–3, 1949

The resolution on the founding of the ITS was
passed just months before it officially began work
at the start of 1948. The minutes shown here
document the decisive meeting of the IRO, when it
was acknowledged that the search for missing persons
and the documentation of Nazi persecution had to be
continued centrally.

When the tracing service was reorganized, Maurice
Thudicum of the International Red Cross in Geneva
first acted as a consultant. In a memo on the
institution’s future structure, he recommended
centralizing the ITS documents and processes in
Arolsen for a more systematic approach to the
tracing and documentation of missing persons.

In autumn 1949, delegates from various national
tracing bureaus met with representatives of the
occupying forces at the ITS in Arolsen. They
discussed methods of work as well as the future
cooperation between the ITS and the various national
tracing bureaus.

The seating plan for the conference in autumn 1949
demonstrably reveals the international dimension
of the network in which the ITS operated. The
seating arrangement also reflects the special
position of the ITS as the central actor in the
tracing and documentation of victims of Nazi
persecution from the late 1940s onwards.
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The Central Tracing Bureau (CTB), predecessor of the ITS
and the later Arolsen Archives, moved to Arolsen in early 1946.
There were various reasons for choosing this location.
Arolsen was in the geographic center of the four occupation zones,
so it could be easily reached by all parties of interest.
Furthermore, the city had hardly been damaged in the war,
so it had functioning telephone lines and intact buildings.
The ITS was initially spread across sites all over the city,
including the old school, both the Old and New Palace,
and the barracks previously occupied by the SS.
In 1952 the ITS moved into a main building on the Große Allee.
Because the ITS was considered to finish its work soon,
there were plans to later turn this building into a hotel.
But the temporary measure turned into a permanent solution.
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Nr.

Ra u
c hs

1940s/1950s
Before moving into the former barracks in 1949,
the ITS and its predecessor, the Central Tracing
Bureau (CTB), were scattered across buildings
throughout Arolsen. But these premises were too
small for a constantly growing staff of well over
1,000 employees and the document collections.

Nr.

From the 1980s
From the late 1980s the ITS rented many offices
and storerooms in and around Arolsen. The
intensified search for documents led to an increase
in collections and staff. In this period, the ITS
received hundreds of thousands of inquiries from
former Nazi victims in Central and Eastern Europe
who needed proof for pension or compensation claims.
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1

Former school building | Große Allee 24
01/1946 − 07/1947
Temporarily housed all CTB departments

13 Wetterburgerstraße 4
1978 − 1980
Card indexing department

2

Block E | former SS barracks
1945 − 1949
DP camp for employees

3

New Palace | Große Allee 1-3
06/1947 − ca. 1949
Temporarily housed all departments and
quarters for DP employees

14 Haus am Park | Jahnstraße 7
01/1980 − 2019
Temporarily housed various archival departments,
general documents department, research room,
indexing department
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Kurhaus | Große Allee 23
1947 − ca. 1949
Offices

17 Haus Liebach | Kirchplatz 2
10/1989 − 1996
Russian and Polish translators

6

Unter den Eichen 2
Autumn 1947 − ca. 1952
Temporarily housed the executive office, cafeteria,
guesthouse, and employee quarters

18 Haus Köbberling | Rathausstraße 1
10/1989 − 2000
Wartime documents section

7

District administrator residence | Parkstraße 19
Autumn 1947 − ca. 1952
Temporarily housed the cafeteria, staff management
section, photo workshop, employee quarters

8

Former SS barracks
05/1949 − 10/1952
All ITS departments and quarters for DP employees

9

Große Allee 25
ca. 07/1952 − 10/1952
Infirmary for ITS employees, for some time housed
quarters for DP employees

6

7

10 Braunser Weg 8
1952
Offices
11 Main building | Große Allee 5-9
since 10/1952
Various departments of the ITS and the
Arolsen Archives
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“Prinz Eugen” barracks

16 Town hall, Marktplatz 2 | Mengeringhausen
07/1989 − 1993
Indexing department, mail room
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Old Palace | Schloßstraße 27
1947 − 1949
Temporarily housed the administration and
executive office

15 Kurmittelhaus | Große Allee 3
03/1989 − 01/2007
Storage of 250,000 T/D files

12 Town hall | Große Allee 26
since 1971
Arolsen Special Registry Office; only institution in
the world which issues death certificates for
concentration camp prisoners; has worked
closely with the ITS and today’s Arolsen Archives;
was established in 1949 and initially also located
in the former SS barracks.

19 Haus Füllgraf | Kaulbachstraße 4/6
12/1991 − 2010
Temporarily housed indexing department, mail room,
document acquisition office, central data processing unit
20 Former elementary school | Große Allee 24
04/1997 − 2009
Temporarily housed digitization department, general
documents department, staff from the wartime and postwar
documents section, Russian and Polish translators
21 Kurhaus | Große Allee 23
since 1999
Temporarily housed the indexing department,
Russian and Polish translators, research and education
department, library
22 Former “Prinz Eugen” barracks | Hagenstraße 25
January 2007 − March 2010
Storage of T/D files
23 Former department store | Schloßstraße 10
since 2009
Digitization department, storage of T/D files,
exhibition space
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Map of the International Tracing Service (ITS)
in the Former Barracks, 1949

ITS Access Card for Isolde Matzner,
Issued on September 1, 1949

The location of the ITS was often discussed in the
early days. Its previous premises were too small,
so it moved into the former SS barracks in May 1949.
The SS unit “Germania” had been housed there from
1935 to 1939, and from 1943 to 1945 it was the site
of an SS leadership school and a Buchenwald subcamp
known as “Arthur.”

ITS employees had to show identification when
entering the former barracks. This access card
allowed Isolde Matzner to enter and leave the area.
An Arolsen resident, she worked for the ITS from
1949 to 1952.
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Employees Crossing the Former Exercise Yard on their
Way to Work, Arolsen, circa 1950

Records Branch Employees next to Concentration
Camp Documents, Arolsen, circa 1950

Some DP employees lived right in Block E of the
former SS barracks. The canteen there was used as
a function room for dances, bingo and games nights.

Sites and Operational Areas of the United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA)
in Occupied Germany, May 8, 1946
After World War II, the Allied powers divided
Germany into four occupation zones. UNRRA had
already been created in 1943 to care for Displaced
Persons (DPs): civilians from UN states, including
former concentration camp prisoners and forced
laborers, who were outside their countries of origin
when the war ended.

The former barracks buildings had enough space for
storing and clearly arranging the documents on
shelves. This greatly reduced the time it took to
handle inquiries.

ITS Headquarters, Arolsen, 1952

Records Branch Employees next to Concentration
Camp Documents, Arolsen, circa 1950

The entrance to the consolidated ITS site was
the former staff building, with its conspicuous
“International Tracing Service” sign above
the main gate. Behind the gate was the
building where employees signed in.

Shortly before the ITS moved in, the former barracks
buildings were crudely renovated in April 1949. But
this too was an interim solution, and documents were
stored in a provisional way. In some places, it
actually rained inside the work and storage rooms.
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Dedication of the Building Shell with
International Guests, Arolsen, August 20, 1952
A cake shaped like the new building was made for the
dedication ceremony, which was attended by many
international guests, including representatives of
the French and British High Commissions, the head
of the DP Branch of the Allied High Commission and
the German Federal Minister for Refugee Affairs.

Dedication of the New ITS Main Building on the
Große Allee, Arolsen, August 20, 1952

ITS Main Building on the Große Allee,
Arolsen, circa 1960

Dedication Ceremony Speech by Hugh G. Elbot,
Chairman of the ITS Administration, August 20, 1952

The ITS had to move out of the barracks in 1952,
where Belgian NATO soldiers were soon stationed.
A new building was erected in barely two months.
At the end of October 1952 the employees moved
into their new offices. The move from the former
barracks to the new main building was partially
carried out on bicycles.

Because the future of the ITS was uncertain, the
building was designed in a way that it could easily
be turned into a hotel at a later time. But this
temporary measure ultimately became a permanent
solution. From the 1980s staff numbers rapidly
increased and the ITS once again moved into several
other buildings in Arolsen.

Against the backdrop of the Cold War, Hugh G. Elbot
described the ITS as a “shop window of democracy”.
He stressed that the ITS was “a service dedicated to
millions of innocent victims” and served “the
dead and the living, men and women, adults and
children, Jews and gentiles.”
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Central Name Index

Employees Working with the Central Name Index (CNI),
Arolsen, circa 1950s

Employees Checking Inquiries in the Central Name
Index (CNI), Arolsen, 1952

So-Called Postwar Card Index for Documents about
Displaced Persons, Arolsen, circa 1972

Work on the CNI began as early as the fall of 1945,
at the CTB, predecessor to the ITS. Employees first
transferred important information from all inquiries
to index cards, particularly personal data and the
details of a person’s fate. When they were filed,
there was to be a meeting of cards between
search inquiries and the cards of missing persons.

There often was no meeting of cards because many
missing persons had not submitted inquiries
themselves or were no longer alive. For this reason,
from 1946, personal information was also transferred
from the preserved documents to reference cards
which were filed in the index. The CNI thus became
the key to the archive.

Besides the CNI, the archive has other indexes,
for example with documents about Displaced Persons,
forced laborers and concentration camp prisoners.
Searching the files therefore was and is
time-consuming. Sorting errors in an index could
make it impossible to find information on a person.
The tracing system was thus very prone to error.
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Repacking the CNI in Special Archive Boxes,
Bad Arolsen, 2017
In 2017 all of the CNI cards that had been stored
in open slipcases for decades were repacked in
special archive boxes for better protection.
The CNI was digitized in 1998/99. Searches are
now conducted on the computer, not in front of
the shelves. New information from inquiries and
documents is only documented digitally today.

CNI Slipcase for the Last Name Akermann
The CNI holds over 50 million index cards referring
to more than 17.5 million people. Thanks to the
alphabetical-phonetic system, all information
about a person is filed consecutively in the index
– regardless of how a name is spelled (here for
example Akerman/ Ackermann).

Tr a c i n g
an d Infor m atio n
Over the past decades, the nature of inquiries received by
the ITS and today’s Arolsen Archives have changed continually,
and so have tracing methods and the kind of information provided.
At first, the everyday work of the ITS revolved around the search
for children, adolescents and adults who were missing.
But how does one find the missing when millions are searching
and the events are receding farther into the past?
The ITS itself used to search locally or through the media.
Today, however, each search starts in the collections on site.
If needed, tracing organizations around the world are contacted,
as well as registry or youth welfare offices, authorities, and courts.
Some of the tracing methods are like detective work,
with clues continually being assembled like pieces of a puzzle.
To this day many people are still missing, their fates unknown.
From the mid-1950s the ITS became the central point of contact
for authorities, courts and legal representatives of Nazi victims.
They all requested various certificates on the basis of documents
to support compensation or pension claims, as well as
for naturalization issues, immigration and emigration proceedings.
Most of this information comes from the archival collections.
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1 9 4 5— 1 9 5 0

Several steps were involved in tracing a person:
searching for information in the existing documents,
actively searching the sites of imprisonment and persecution,
and communicating with authorities and other tracing offices.
If this did not provide any clues about the person’s fate,
the CTB – and the later ITS – would initiate a mass tracing.
Employees compiled lists of persons who were missing,
which were published in newspapers or broadcast on the radio.
Tracing lists were also circulated in Displaced Persons camps
in the hope of finding clues about the location of the missing.

Inquiry Card for Charlotte Nachmann, circa 1946

Tracing List Number 1014 for a Mass Tracing, 1949

Else Lewin was looking for her sister, Charlotte
Nachmann. The last information about her was her
address in Berlin from 1942. The “CLOSED” stamp on
this inquiry card means the search for Charlotte
Nachmann was ended. The outcome of the search
is not noted on the card.

The ITS compiled lists for the mass tracing.
The following personal data was important here:
family name, first name, age, birthplace and
birthdate, last known address and nationality.
Charlotte Nachmann is listed here as number 498.
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Audio

Station
Excerpts

is the third broadcast made on behalf of 45
“ This
allied children, who have been Nazi captives and
„
have no homes.

call Katz, Salma Katz, who may be living in
“ ILondon.
I call her on behalf of her 16-year-old
cousin Hela Bergman, born in Poland, who was
separated from her family at the age of 12 and
made to work in an ammunition factory. Her

„

father, mother, sister and brother were sent to
Treblinka extermination camp.

Publication of the Tracing List in the Berliner
Tagesspiegel, January 13, 1949

Letter from Josef Sander to the ITS,
January 13, 1949

BBC Appeal for Relatives of Children who had
Survived the Camps, August 5, 1946

The ITS sent the tracing lists to national and
international newspapers. They were usually
published where the ITS thought the readers
might have information, such as where the
missing persons used to live. Radio stations
also set aside regular slots for broadcasting
the tracing lists.

Sander, a dentist, saw the search appeal in the
Tagesspiegel and recognized his former patient,
Charlotte Nachmann. He notified the ITS that she
had been deported to the “East”. Most of
the deportees from Berlin to the “East” were sent
to Auschwitz or to Riga, where the Germans murdered
almost everyone.

The tracing lists were read out on the radio
worldwide, usually live. This is one of few
remaining recordings.
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The Last Hope: Mass Tracing 1945—1950

Employees Locating Places in Poland, Arolsen, 1947

Employees Searching for Clues in the Name Index,
Arolsen, 1947

Correspondence File, or T File, for Anneliese
Hesser, 1949

Searching for Clues in the Document Collections,
Arolsen, 1952

Many inquiries include the names of places that
were unfamiliar to the ITS employees, such as
Eastern European villages or smaller camps.
It was important to locate these places so that
inquiries could subsequently be forwarded to
local authorities, such as registry offices and
mayor’s offices.

Ideally, when checking the name index, two inquiry
cards on persons searching one another would collide
in a meeting of cards. But many missing persons had
not submitted inquiries, or were unable to because
they had not survived. Therefore, all personal
details from the existing documents were also
recorded on cards which were then filed.

From 1947, an inquiry card as well as a T file were
created for each person being traced. The “T” stood
for Tracing. On the file cover, employees noted all
of the tracing steps, such as correspondence with
other offices or mass tracings.

To this day, the reference cards in the name index
are the key to the documents in the Arolsen Archives.
These documents provide clues about a person’s
whereabouts and path of persecution, such as
deportation data, time incarcerated in a
concentration camp, and information about
sites of forced labor or the person’s death.
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In 1945 the Allies liberated thousands of unaccompanied minors
from concentration camps and from forced labor.
They also found many children stolen from their parents
and given to German families for adoption.
For this reason, a special focus was placed on the tracing
of children and adolescents from UN states after the war.
The ITS set up a special Child Search Branch in 1948,
based first in Esslingen and then in Arolsen from 1950.
The Child Search Branch had two main responsibilities:
It searched for children reported missing by their families,
and it traced and registered unaccompanied children
in order to then search for their parents or relatives.

Tracing Inquiry from Paula Pirecnik for her Son
Ivan, February 15, 1949
In 1945 Paula Pirecnik began looking for her son,
whom the Germans had taken in 1942 and given up
for adoption. The scale of these abductions did not
become clear until 1947 through the trials of
high-ranking SS men. This intensified the search
for children. To this day there are victims of
the Nazis who know nothing about their origins.
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Reference Card from the Child Search Index
for Johann Peretschnik (Ivan Pirecnik), circa 1952

Information from the Sudetendeutscher Heimatdienst
Regarding Ivan Pirecnik’s Location, October 13, 1949

The data on the card was continually updated. Most
of the information is about Ivan’s whereabouts,
which were only discovered during the search.
Ivan was first taken to a “Lebensborn” home, from
where abducted children were handed over to
German families. This is how Ivan was placed with
the Sirsch family.

At first there were few clues about Ivan’s location.
The Sudetendeutscher Heimatdienst published a
search appeal and found out that the boy was
living in Vollmarshausen near Kassel. If the ITS
had little information, it would contact youth
welfare offices, local authorities, other tracing
services or newspapers.

Child Search Branch Employees in the New Offices
in Arolsen, 1952

Excerpt from Carla Hansen’s Report on Ivan’s
Living Situation, March 21 to April 19, 1950

In autumn 1950 the Child Search Branch moved from
Esslingen into the former SS barracks in Arolsen.
The bottom photo shows the reference card for Ivan
Pirecnik. In addition to the Central Name Index,
there was a special Child Search Index for
children and adolescents.

Carla Hansen, the IRO Child Care Officer who visited
Ivan, reported that he was doing well in his foster
family. She also provided information about the
family’s background. The Child Search Branch worked
closely with other IRO offices to find and question
unaccompanied children.
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Hollerith Index Card for Josef Berezniak, August 22, 1949
The large amount of information gathered through
the Limited Registration Plan was recorded on punch
cards. The individual holes represent different
pieces of data: for example, the fourth hole in
column 60 means that Josef Berezniak was
born out of wedlock.

Systematic Registration of Children in
Württemberg-Hohenzollern (French Zone), October 12, 1949

List of all Foster Children in Bodnegg in the
Ravensburg District, 1949

Hollerith Machine, Munich, circa 1950

In October 1948, the Child Search Branch adopted a
Limited Registration Plan. Ministries and agencies
in the western occupation zones were asked to
compile lists of all foster children, children in
state or private facilities and those who had
been adopted after the start of the war.

Authorities listed all foster children regardless
of their background. Children of non-German origin
were then checked and registered by the Child Search
Branch. One of these children was Josef Berezniak,
listed here as number 56.

With a machine like this, a precursor to today’s
computers, punch cards were produced for the
Child Search Branch of the ITS. It was hoped that
this system would make it possible to record and
evaluate information faster.
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Ivan Pirecnik

Ivan with his German Foster Parents outside
a US Courthouse in Frankfurt am Main, 1952
After the lengthy search, Ivan’s future was
uncertain at first. Should he return to Yugoslavia
or remain in Germany? Judges first ruled that
he should stay with the Sirsch family. After
successful protests by his biological mother,
Paula Pirecnik, the judges revised their decision
and granted her custody of Ivan.

Ivan Pirecnik, 1952

Ivan Pirecnik’s mother spent over four years tracing her son,
who had been violently taken from her by the Germans in 1942.
He was from Šoštanj in what was then Yugoslavia (now Slovenia).
When the Germans and their allies occupied the region in 1941,
they shot Ivan’s father because he was with the resistance.
They gave Ivan up for adoption without his mother’s knowledge.
In July 1943 he was given to the Sirsch family and named Dieter.
Nine years later he finally returned to his mother in Yugoslavia,
where he finished school and worked in a power plant.

Ivan with his Mother, shortly before Leaving
for Šoštanj, in a Frankfurt Hotel Room, 1952

Ivan (3rd from left) with his Former Foster Parents,
probably in Vollmarshausen, circa 1985

Ivan Pirecnik was about one and a half when the
Germans separated him from his mother. His mother
and sister survived concentration camps and forced
labor. When Ivan was reunited with his mother in
1952, he spoke no Yugoslavian and had no memory
of his life in Šoštanj.

After returning to Yugoslavia, Ivan initially had
no contact with the Sirsch family. He quickly
formed a good relationship with his biological
mother and sister. He first wrote to the Sirsch
family as an adult and visited them in the 1980s.
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From Tracing Missing Persons
to Administrative Act

In the 1950s information given by the ITS significantly changed.
As a part of West German compensation for Nazi victims,
lawyers, public authorities and courts wrote to Arolsen
to confirm or check hundreds of thousands of claims.
The ITS soon was their most important source of information
when it came to imprisonment and residence certificates.
By 1954, inquiries concerning compensation proceedings
outnumbered tracing inquiries for missing children and adults.
Search efforts increasingly involved research in the ITS archive,
and providing information became an administrative act.

Employees Checking T/D Files, Arolsen, 1955

Standard Compensation Inquiry Form submitted to
the ITS, this one for Rosa Mettbach, March 22, 1954

Inquiries relating to compensation had outnumbered
tracing inquiries by 1954. The tracing files were
therefore renamed tracing/documentation files,
or T/D files for short. These are still created
(digitally) today for each inquiry about a person.
If another inquiry is received about the same
person, the existing file is updated.

To handle inquiries more quickly, the ITS sent out
standardized forms to the authorities from 1952.
In compensation proceedings it was usually not the
applicants themselves who contacted the ITS, but
their legal representatives or the compensation
authorities. In the case of Rosa Mettbach, this was
the Bavarian Compensation Office.
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From Tracing Missing Persons to Administrative Act

Standardized ITS Imprisonment Certificate for
Rosa Mettbach, Copy, May 24, 1954
On the certificates, ITS employees recorded the
information from Nazi documents word for word.
But they did not explain prisoner categories, even
though the Nazis sometimes assigned them randomly.
This was a problem because the information was
often decisive to compensation claims. Until 1955,
the ITS would at least point this out.
Checking Concentration Camp Documents for
Issuing an Imprisonment Certificate, circa 1958

Arrivals File Card for Rosa Frost (later Mettbach),
Wolkenburg Subcamp, circa 1944

Rejection of Rosa Mettbach’s Claim by the Bavarian
Compensation Office, October 13, 1954

Cards and forms issued for a single person in a
concentration camp were first stored by the ITS
in open folders. These were sorted alphabetically
by the prisoner’s last name. The cards and forms
provide information about imprisonment times
and reasons for persecution, which were important
for compensation claims.

Based on this card, an imprisonment certificate was
issued to Rosa Mettbach. This verified her transfer
from Ravensbrück concentration camp to the
Wolkenburg subcamp and a failed escape. “RD Z. Aso”
stands for “Reichsdeutscher Zigeuner/Asozialer”
(“Reich German Gypsy/anti-social”). This reflected
the world view of the Nazis.

The office rejected her claim, saying Rosa Mettbach
had been arrested for “soothsaying” and
“anti-social behavior,” not for political, racist or
religious reasons. The rejection is typical of many
applications from Sinti and Roma people and those
persecuted as homosexuals or “anti-social elements”
who were discriminated even after 1945.
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From Tracing Missing Persons to Administrative Act

Report on ITS Visit by Government Representatives
from North Rhine-Westphalia, January 24, 1952

Excerpt from the First German Federal Law for
Compensating Nazi Victims, September 21, 1953

Government representatives visited the ITS and
discussed a joint, standardized approach to
compensation proceedings. As early as 1946,
the Allies had passed compensation laws in the
western zones. But a standardized rule for the
Federal Republic was not established until 1953.

Paragraph 1 of the law defined a very narrow concept
of who was considered a victim of persecution. Other
groups of victims, such as Sinti and Roma people,
homosexuals, so-called “anti-social elements” and
“professional criminals”, as well as nearly all
non-German victims of Nazi persecution, were
thus excluded from compensation.
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Rosa Mettbach

1924–2004

Rosa Mettbach, Munich, 1993

Rosa Mettbach fought for Sinti and Roma rights after 1945.
In 1954, the authorities contacted the ITS regarding her claim.
The Nazis had persecuted her as a “Gypsy.”
Rosa Mettbach was the only member of her large family to survive
multiple concentration camps, including Auschwitz and Ravensbrück.
After 1945, her fight for compensation was initially fruitless.
The authorities rejected her claim on the basis that
she had been arrested for supposed “anti-social” behavior,
and not for racist or political reasons.
Rosa Mettbach kept fighting for compensation
and was gradually able to assert her claims in the 1960s.

Johann and Rosa Mettbach on their Wedding Day,
Munich, August 3, 1946

Rosa Mettbach (Center) with Family Friends,
Rosenheim, 1948

Johann Mettbach worked as a forced laborer
on the construction of the BMW plant in Allach.
After 1945, the couple fought for the rights of
Sinti and Roma people. Johann Mettbach was
supposed to be the first chairman of the planned
Committee of German Gypsies.

For many former victims, it was important to have
contact with other survivors. Numerous members
of the Höllenreiner family had also been murdered.
The Mettbach and Höllenreiner families joined forces
after 1945 to fight for the remembrance of the
murder and persecution of Sinti and Roma people.
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Incoming, Outgoing and Backlogs of Responses
to Humanitarian Inquiries
Over the decades, the ITS changed how it statistically
counted its casework. The display reveals important
developments, but the figures are not entirely consistent.
The workload reflects the large waves of compensation:
West German compensation in the 1950s and 1960s,
pension and compensation processes in Central and Eastern
Europe from the early 1990s, as well as the compensation
for forced laborers between 2001 and 2007.
The figures are taken from the official annual reports
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From the 1990s, the ITS faced hundreds of thousands of inquiries
from Nazi victims living in Central and Eastern Europe
needing evidence for pension or compensation claims.
Many of these people were already very old
when dedicated foundations in Poland, Russia, Ukraine and Belarus
transferred first German compensation payments in the 1990s.
From 2001, further payments were made to former forced laborers
by the Foundation “Remembrance, Responsibility and Future“ (EVZ).
Although the ITS used various measures to speed up its process,
the extremely long waiting times remained a major problem.

Waleria Biedrzykowska Wrote to the ITS Four Times
for Evidence of her Forced Labor, 1991-1993
In 1993 she complained that she had been waiting two
years for her certificate. This was the situation
for over 600,000 former victims mostly from Central
and Eastern Europe whose applications had piled up
unanswered at the ITS since the early 1990s. They
needed proof for pension claims. Many were only now
able to request compensation for the first time.
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ITS Certificate for Waleria Biedrzykowska, Provided
Four Years after her First Inquiry, July 5, 1995

Instructions on Pre-Formulated “Backlog Phrases”
for ITS Employees, circa 1995

The Frankfurter Rundschau Reported on the Long
Waiting Periods at the ITS, March 4, 1995

According to Spiegel Magazine, the ITS Expected
Thousands of Additional Inquiries, April 2000

To clear the backlog, the ITS introduced a quick
procedure for handling inquiries. Only the Central
Name Index was checked for this. The first step
was to send only the results of this initial check.
If a detailed document review was required,
applicants had to contact the ITS again.

The ITS sent standardized letters to applicants
who would wait years for their certificates. These
letters explained the reasons for the backlog. The
ITS employees were given pre-formulated phrases,
known as “backlog phrases,” for this purpose.
The waiting periods remained a source of frustration
for the applicants, many of whom were very old.

50 years after the liberation, the directors of the
concentration camp memorials, who also received
thousands of requests for imprisonment certificates
for former Central and Eastern European prisoners,
expressed outrage at the long waiting periods at
the ITS. They also complained that researchers
were being denied access to the ITS archive.

In summer 2000, lawsuits and huge international
pressure led to the creation of the EVZ Foundation.
Its main purpose was to compensate former forced
laborers. Payments were made through seven
international partner organizations. They checked
over 2.3 million applications and often asked
the ITS and other archives for verification.
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List of Applicant Names Compiled by a Partner
Organization of the EVZ Foundation, 2002
The lists were submitted electronically. This was
supposed to speed up the exchange of data within
the archive network, which involved over 300
institutions. Because the information provided was
imprecise, and because the ITS sometimes sent
lists to the network too late, tensions developed.

A Newly Established Archive Network was Supposed
to Enable Fast Responses to Inquiries, 2002

Quick Check of Lists in the Digitized Central Name
Index, Bad Arolsen, 2006

Payments were organized by partner institutions of
the EVZ Foundation. They checked applications and
asked the ITS and other archives for proof in over
800,000 cases. For this purpose, an archive network
was created. The ITS was the first point of contact.
In the 60% of cases in which the ITS was not able to
help, the inquiry was forwarded to the network.

Computers were expected to speed up the provision
of information. In addition to the lists, the ITS
received individual inquiries which were supposed
to be integrated into the lists. This however
happened very rarely. As a result, these inquiries
were not processed in time for compensation
payments to be made.
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What happened to my (grand)parents under the Nazis?
Does my mother have a grave? Who were my biological parents?
These and similar questions still reach the Arolsen Archives today.
Relatives of former Nazi victims from around the globe are curious,
as many survivors never spoke to their families about their fate,
or only talked about their experiences after they were quite old.
To answer these questions, research is conducted in the archive,
and today relatives also receive copies of any documents found.
In the case of missing persons, other offices are also contacted,
and to this day families are still being reunited.

Lucy Stoxen with her husband and children at the
ITS, Bad Arolsen, July 23, 2018
Lucy Stoxen’s mother was born in 1944 in the
Theresienstadt ghetto. Most members of her Jewish
family were deported to Auschwitz or Sobibor and
murdered. Her mother survived and emigrated
to Australia. Lucy Stoxen is researching her
family history so that she can tell her children
more about it.
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Alexandr Afanasjew with his Daughter and
Granddaughter in Bad Arolsen, May 8, 2017

Źaneta Kargól-Ożyńska Carrying out Research with her
Husband and Daughter, Bad Arolsen, August 3, 2016

Inquiry from Rachel Scharf for her Mother
Anna Scharf at the ITS, February 3, 2016

Reference Card for Anna Scharf from the
Central Name Index, 1993

Alexandr Afanasjew was captured by the Germans as
a prisoner of war in 1944 and later imprisoned in a
concentration camp. He and his daughter spent years
searching for proof, after former Soviet POWs could
receive a small compensation payment from the German
government in May 2015. He used the money to publish
his autobiography, Alone Against Germany.

Her grandfather Julian Banaś never returned home
from forced labor. In Bad Arolsen, the family learned
that he was murdered in the summer of 1942, and that
his grave and a “Stolperstein” are in Schwerte,
where he had performed forced labor. In 2016
the family visited Schwerte and placed a candle
on the grave of Julian Banaś.

Since 2016 the ITS has accepted inquiries through
an online form. Rachel Scharf wanted to use this
option to confirm her mother’s path of persecution.
The Munich District Court had sentenced Anna
Scharf in 1942 to two years in jail because she had
had contact with French prisoners of war, which
was forbidden.

This card indicates that information about Anna
Scharf’s imprisonment can be found in the prisoner
register of the Munich-Stadelheim jail in the
Arolsen Archives. Originals and copies of such
documents from other prisons are stored in the
archival collection labeled Group PP: Prisons
and Persecution.
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Video

Station
Excerpts

want to know about everything, … I want to hold the
“ Idocuments
„
in my hands.
Rachel Scharf

knew my father suffered because he never knew his biological
“ Ifather,
and I also knew that he had started research when
„
I was still a child.
Etienne Scharf

today we are so happy that we’ve found him and were able
“ And
to achieve his goal in the end. Achieving the goal of his research
gave us a great feeling of joy and peace, inner peace. „
Etienne Scharf

Years Later: An Old Case is Solved
Archive documents verified the imprisonment of Anna
Scharf. ITS staff also found a tracing case from the
1980s that was closely linked to the history of the
Scharf family. Only now, after Rachel Scharf had
submitted her inquiry in 2016, was it possible to
solve the case.

Rachel and Etienne Scharf Talk about
Researching their Family History, 2017
The ITS was able to confirm Anna Scharf’s
imprisonment and close an open tracing case
at the same time: Emmanuel Scharf, Anna Scharf’s
first son, unsuccessfully searched for his father his
whole life. An inquiry from his sister Rachel Scharf
got the search going again. Etienne Scharf, the son
of Emmanuel Scharf, was then able to complete the
search and meet his grandfather.
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Anna Scharf

Anna Scharf
1923–2017
Anna Scharf in her Home, Strasbourg,
August 17, 2017
Anna Scharf loved to play German folk songs
on the piano and harmonica. But she could no
longer imagine living in Germany on account of
her time spent in a women’s prison there.
She died in Strasbourg in 2017, surrounded by her
children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

When documents from the ITS provided important proof in 2016,
the Munich District Court lifted Anna Scharf’s 1942 conviction.
Because she had had forbidden contact with prisoners of war,
the 19-year-old had been held in the Aichach women’s prison.
After the war, Anna Scharf met Abraham Zalcberg,
a Polish Jew who had survived the atrocities of Auschwitz.
One year later they had a son, Emmanuel.
But the couple then separated, and Zalcberg emigrated to Israel.
Anna Scharf moved to France in 1949 and started a family.
She began telling her children about her imprisonment early on.

Anna Scharf with her Son Emmanuel, Lyon, circa 1955
Emmanuel knew that his father was a Polish Holocaust
survivor. From the 1970s he had tried in vain to
find him. Emmanuel died in 1995. His sister Rachel
submitted an inquiry to the ITS in 2016, which made
it possible for his son Etienne to end the search
successfully in 2017 and visit his grandfather
in the USA.

Anna Scharf’s Children: Rachel, Fayçal, Farid and
Yamina, Lille, 1969
Anna Scharf married in France and had four more
children. She started talking about her persecution
early on. Anna Scharf was deeply affected by her
traumatic experiences. She was a strict mother and
did not develop an affectionate relationship with
her children until she was very old.
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The staff expanded rapidly in the early years,
growing from 80 people in 1945 to 1,758 four years later.
The first employees came from 21 countries.
They included Allied military and civilian personnel, DPs and
Germans, some of whom had been SS or Nazi Party members.
At the start, the staff was insufficiently trained.
Employees often lacked historical knowledge and archival skills.
At the same time, the language skills of DPs were very helpful.
However, by the mid-1950s most DPs had left Arolsen.
Their positions were filled by locals from within the region,
many of whom joined the ITS from other professions.
With the ITS turning into an archive and information center,
recent years have seen the arrival of new employees
with a specific training background for these new activities.

Who Were and Are the Employees?
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Alexander Kopaniak
1915–1986
Alexander Kopaniak was a former Polish prisoner of war and
one of the first employees of the Central Tracing Bureau.
His Polish, German, English and French language skills
initially earned him a position as a clerk in 1946.
“Because on his experience of living in a prisoner of war camp,
working in tracing was very important to him,”
as his wife, Johanna Kopaniak, put it.
The couple had met each other through work,
where she was one of the first German employees.
Kopaniak did not want to return to Poland and stayed in Arolsen.
There, he worked at the ITS until he retired in 1980.

1946
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Employees in Front of the ITS Headquarters, on the
Grounds of the Former SS Barracks, Arolsen, 1952

Alexander Kopaniak (center) with Staff of the
Wartime Documents Section, Arolsen, circa 1972
Alexander Kopaniak was in charge of the Wartime
Documents Section for some time and took over
the Postwar Documents Section in 1978.
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Erich

Henschel
1921–2007

123

Józef

Józef Żyłka was one of more than 500 Displaced Persons
who shaped the first phase of the International Tracing Service.
He had been deported from Poland in 1940 for forced labor.
After liberation he and his family arrived in Arolsen in 1948.
He was initially employed in the DP Training School,
an educational facility for DPs housed in the former SS barracks.
When it closed in the spring of 1949, he moved on to the ITS,
where he last worked in transportation for the administration.
In April 1952 he and his family emigrated to the USA.

1949

1947

Henschel was a trained graphic artist and classic career-changer.
Though not a specialist, he eventually led various departments.
He studied graphic design in Berlin and loved photography.
After graduating he was drafted into the German army,
where he was retrained as a cartographer.
In 1947, these skills probably helped him secure a job
at the Central Tracing Bureau, predecessor of the ITS.
There he was tasked to draw numerous maps and charts,
including those showing the sites of concentration camps,
which the employees needed for their daily work.

Żyłka
1910–1953

Henschel (Standing, r.) in the Concentration
Camp Documents Section, Arolsen, c. 1972

The Żyłka Family in Bremerhaven, shortly before
Emigrating, April 2, 1952

Erich Henschel worked at the ITS from 1947 until
retiring in 1986. From 1980 to 1986 he was head of
the Concentration Camp Documents Section.

The Żyłkas were among the last DPs allowed to
emigrate to the USA under the “DP Act”. Their last
name started with Z, so they boarded the ship last.
Newspapers therefore referred to Józef Żyłka as the
“last European refugee.” Upon arrival, US President
Truman greeted the family at the White House.
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1949
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ITS News Bulletin Number 2, March 10, 1949
In 1949 and 1950 the ITS published a staff
newsletter. A total of 14 issues published in
English have been preserved. They give an
impression of the multi-national background
of the first ITS employees and provide an insight
into their life and work.

Excerpt from a List of Employees Housed in
the Arolsen DP Camp, 1950
The names crossed out are those of DP employees
who left around 1950 because they emigrated or
returned to their countries of origin.
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Margret Schlenke
* 1952

1970

1952

“The work I do here can only be learned through practice,”
Margret Schlenke concluded after over 47 years of work at the ITS.
A local resident, she joined the ITS upon leaving school in 1970.
Colleagues who were former DPs introduced her to the job.
She took over the Child Search Archive in 1976
and also the Tracing Department nine years later.
For decades, Margret Schlenke continually reassembled the
puzzle pieces involved in the search for individuals.
She was in contact with Red Cross offices, authorities and archives
all over the world, as well as survivors and their families.

Excerpt from a Memorandum by Hugh G. Elbot,
Chairman of the ITS Administration, February 6, 1952

Margret Schlenke with Folke Heinecke, Tracing
his Family History, Bad Arolsen, 2007

Elbot firmly rejected the idea of handing over the
ITS to the Germans. He feared that old Nazis would
be hired, was concerned about the security of the
documents and wanted to ensure access to the
archives for US intelligence. From 1952 the staff
was regularly screened, and at least 45 people were
dismissed, usually due to prior SS membership.

Margret Schlenke spent decades helping survivors
and family members search for relatives and clarify
their fate. Folke Heinecke was born as Aleksander
Litau in Crimea. The Germans deported him and gave
him up for adoption to a German family. He has been
tracing his origins since his adoptive parents died.
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Jens Paul
* 1975
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Christiane Weber
* 1984
“It’s unbelievable what you can find out
about someone’s fate from index cards and forms
if you just have the right knowledge about their context,”
says employee Christiane Weber, whose job it is
to make historical documents and texts understandable.
She studied history and German and English studies in Gießen,
employed at the Arbeitsstelle Holocaustliteratur for a few years.
After that, she worked as an editor for an academic publisher.
At the Arolsen Archives she worked on the e-Guide,
an online tool that provides extensive background information
on the documents found in the archival collections.

2017

1996

When Jens Paul joined the ITS in 1996 as a so-called list-checker,
he had no idea what area he would be working in 20 years later.
He started out reviewing lists of former foreign forced laborers
in the context of pension or compensation proceedings.
Parallel to this, he visited various German archives and
microfilmed documents about former victims of Nazi persecution.
Since 2007 he has been a staff member of the ITS library,
where he assists colleagues and visitors
with an interest in specialist books on Nazi persecution.

Jens Paul in the Library of the Arolsen Archives,
Bad Arolsen, August 21, 2018

Christiane Weber Talks About Working with Historical
Documents at a Workshop, 2018

Today the scope of Jens Paul’s work is manifold.
In addition to advising users, he catalogs books
and journals and indexes them through keywords.

Research associates at the Arolsen Archives
participate in international workshops and
conferences. They explain the potential for research
and education that lies within the collections
stored in the Arolsen Archives.
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Employees behind the Main Building,
Bad Arolsen, August 29, 2018
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One of the world’s largest collections of documents on Nazi crimes
was created in Arolsen from 1946 onwards to clarify fates.
Today the Arolsen Archives consist of over 30 million documents.
The accumulated collections of tracing services are special,
not only in scope but also in terms of content and structure.
Nearly all documents in the archive relate to specific people,
to persecution at specific sites, but also to life after the war.
They include early investigative records of the ITS itself,
which document Nazi prisons and death marches, for example.
The archive was organized in its unique way in the early 1950s,
when the zonal tracing bureaus sent all their documents to Arolsen.
The core of the archive consists of large card indexes and files
which are arranged according to various topics and criteria.
Since the ITS continually acquired original and copied documents,
its collection grew rapidly, particularly from the 1980s.
But there was also a dark side to this development.
Since the late 1990s, the collections have been digitized
and measures have been taken to preserve the documents.
This was originally only done to speed up working with the files.
Today the aim is to preserve and provide widespread access
to this unique documentary heritage of the world.
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Documents

When the ITS was created in 1948, it had only a few documents.
Besides copies of lists of names and reference cards for tracing,
most of the documents in Arolsen were investigative records.
Since many Nazi crimes were documented poorly or not at all,
the ITS initially set out to find proof and evidence itself.
For example, in order to gather evidence of the death marches
endured by concentration camp prisoners at the end of the war,
the ITS questioned thousands of local offices and survivors,
researched grave sites and mapped the individual march routes.
Many victims of the death marches were identified in this way.

Recovering the Bodies of Death March Victims,
Neunburg vorm Wald, April 29, 1945

Questionnaire for the Town of Neukirchen-Balbini
Regarding a Death March, March 22, 1947

During their advance at the end of April 1945,
the US Army found the bodies of hundreds of
concentration camp prisoners murdered by the SS
in Neunburg vorm Wald and the associated town
of Neukirchen-Balbini. The liberators confronted
the residents with these crimes and ordered them
to recover and bury the victims.

Thousands of questionnaires were sent to German
cities and towns to gather information about death
marches that had passed through. The ITS used the
completed questionnaires to map the individual
routes and then searched for clues about
the victims.
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Early Investigative Documents

ITS Map Showing the Death Marches from
Flossenbürg Concentration Camp, March 2, 1950
Based on the investigative forms, large-scale maps
were produced of the march routes from individual
concentration camps. The death march from
Flossenbürg to Neukirchen-Balbini is listed seventh
in the legend on this map. ITS employees used the
maps as tools for tracing and providing information.

Exhumation Register for Wetterfeld
Concentration Camp Cemetery, circa 1946

ITS Investigative Form for Identifying a Murdered
Concentration Camp Prisoner, August 17, 1950

Personal Handwritten Note, Recovered in Plattenberg
Concentration Camp Cemetery, November 1949

Exhumations were carried out along the routes of
death marches from Flossenbürg concentration camp.
In cooperation with the town, an UNRRA team recorded
all information regarding the identity of those murdered.
The original prisoner numbers that had been
attached to the clothing of the deceased were
pasted into this register.

ITS employees compared the prisoner numbers found
along the march routes with concentration camp
documents. These provided information about the
names associated with the numbers as well as about
stations of imprisonment. In this case, Joel Deutsch
was identified as a probable victim of the death
march in Neukirchen-Balbini.

In November 1949, 140 caskets were opened
in a cemetery in Neukirchen-Balbini in order to
identify the death march victims buried there.
A few items of clothing were found as well as
personal notes such as this one, probably the
last note from a family to their child: “Behave
yourself. We ask God to keep you healthy.
Loving kisses. Your parents and siblings.”
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Joel Deutsch

Joel Deutsch

Belgian Alien’s Passport for Joel Deutsch, Issued in
Antwerp, February 5, 1934
The photo in his alien’s passport shows Joel Deutsch
as a 20-year-old, barely two years after he moved
to Antwerp. As the passport reveals, after emigrating
he initially made a living as a tailor.

1913–1945

The ITS identified Joel Deutsch as a victim of a death march.
He was killed in Neukirchen-Balbini just before the liberation.
Joel Deutsch was from a Jewish family from Czechoslovakia
which had emigrated to Antwerp, Belgium, in 1932.
Under German occupation, he performed forced labor
until he and his family were deported to Auschwitz in 1942.
The SS murdered his wife immediately on arrival at Auschwitz.
Joel Deutsch and his brother were selected for slave labor.
The last document showing that he was still alive
is a January 1945 Buchenwald concentration camp transport list.

Form from the Belgian Aliens’ Police for Joel
Deutsch and Hèlen Held, June 24, 1937
Five years after arriving in Antwerp, Joel Deutsch,
now working as a baker’s apprentice, married
Hèlen Held, also from a Jewish emigrant family.
His new family status was immediately recorded
by the Belgian aliens’ police, which kept files
on all foreigners.
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ITS Visitors Viewing the Concentration Camp
Documents Section, Arolsen, 1952
After the zonal tracing bureaus closed, the ITS
opened a Concentration Camp Documents
Section in the early 1950s. This held valuable
records that the Allies and survivors in camps
such as Buchenwald, Dachau and Mauthausen
had been able to save. These were always the
most important archival holdings for the ITS.

The ITS archive in its current structure was established in 1952.
It was created when the Allied zonal tracing bureaus closed
and all of their collected materials were sent to Arolsen.
At the same time, the ITS shifted its focus to
clarifying individual fates primarily on the basis of documents.
To this day, the archive is organized in three large collections:
1. Documents from concentration camps and other detention sites
2. Documents about forced laborers
3. Documents about Displaced Persons
Information on a person is often found in all three collections.

ITS Envelope with Documents about Marian Otrembski
from Buchenwald Concentration Camp
The individual documents of concentration camp
prisoners, such as this prisoner registration card,
personal effects card and prisoner registration form
for Marian Otrembski, constitute one core of the
archive. They were bundled together in envelopes by
the ITS and are stored in large alphabetical indexes.
The envelopes were sometimes incorrectly labeled.
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The Creation of an Archive for Clarifying Fates

Checking Folders with Lists of Foreign Forced
Laborers, Arolsen, 1952

List from Iserlohn Regarding Marian Otrembski
and other Polish Forced Laborers, circa 1946

By 1952, the ITS had received hundreds of thousands
of lists of foreign forced laborers from the closed
zonal tracing bureaus, which had been compiled by
German authorities, companies and other offices
by order of the Allies. These documents formed
the core of the new Wartime Documents Section.

Lists from the foreigner tracing operation compiled
by German offices by order of the Allies in 1946/47
were organized by the ITS according to occupation
zones, districts, nationalities and list types – a
good example of the archive’s thematic structure.
The stamps on the list come from the British zonal
tracing bureau in Göttingen.
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The Creation of an Archive for Clarifying Fates

Delivering DP Documents to the New ITS Main
Building, Arolsen, 1952

Application for Support as a Displaced Person from
Marian Otrembski, October 30, 1947

After the dissolution of the International Refugee
Organization, the ITS received over 30 tons of
registration documents for Displaced Persons
at the end of 1952. This huge addition to the ITS
archive led to the creation of a third collection
in summer 1953: the Postwar Documents Section.

The index cards, lists and case files compiled by
Allied relief organizations for helping Displaced
Persons (DPs) were and are an important resource.
Documents like this application, from a file of the
International Refugee Organization for Marian
Otrembski, provide clues about peoples’
whereabouts and movements after the liberation.
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Marian

Marian Otrembski

Otrembski

1915–1997

Marian Otrembski is an example of many victims of the Nazis
whose fates are documented all across the ITS archive.
He was a Polish soldier who was captured by the Germans
and performed forced labor from 1942 in the city of Iserlohn.
When Marian Otrembski tried to escape in 1944, he was imprisoned
in the concentration camps of Buchenwald, Natzweiler and Dachau.
After the liberation, he lived as a Displaced Person in Germany
and spent five years as a driver for Allied aid organizations.
Because he was unable to emigrate to Australia as planned,
Marian Otrembski remained with his new family in Iserlohn.

Passport Photos of Marian Otrembski, his Wife
and his Son, 1951

Letter from Marian Otrembski about
his Persecution, Iserlohn, August 13, 1992

After the liberation, Marian Otrembski returned
as a Displaced Person to Iserlohn, where in 1949
he married the Dutch woman Maria van Kessel,
who had also lived there during the war. Their son
Romvald-Uno was born in 1950. These three photos
are from an International Refugee Organization file.

In 1992 Marian Otrembski wrote to the ITS as part
of his second attempt to receive compensation
for his time in the concentration camps. His first
claim had been rejected by a West German court
in the 1960s. In 1992 he was still living in Iserlohn.
It is not known whether he received compensation
before he died in 1997.
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Over 30 Million Documents – the Scope of
the Collections in the Arolsen Archives
This model conveys an impression of the scope of
the collections in the Arolsen Archives. The pillars
show how high the documents from the three main
collections and the Tracing/Documentation files
(T/D files) of the Arolsen Archives would be if they
were stacked up.
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P r es e r v e and Des t r o y :
T he Acquisit i o n o f D o c u m e n t s

The ITS had searched for documents ever since it was founded.
But from the 1980s and especially after the end of the Cold War,
its activities in acquiring documents grew by leaps and bounds.
For many inquiries from Nazi victims in Central and Eastern Europe
the ITS was unable to find information in its own archive.
ITS teams therefore traveled through Germany and Europe
to acquire, copy or microfilm collections of original documents.
But this document acquisition was also highly problematic,
because of an outdated definition of who was a Nazi victim,
one which had been overtaken by recent public debates.

Two ITS Employees Filming the Death Books from
Auschwitz Concentration Camp in Moscow, October 1989

Microfilm Cases for the Filmed Death Books
from Auschwitz, Labeled in October 1989

This photo symbolizes a breakthrough in the
acquisition of documents. In autumn 1989, after
lengthy negotiations, the ITS was able to film the
death books from Auschwitz during a multi-week
trip to Moscow. The Red Army had seized the
documents in 1945. Before 1989, Soviet archives
had been inaccessible for decades.

Before the introduction of digital technology in the
2000s, ITS employees acquired documents using
microfilm cameras suspended in large frames.
In autumn 1989, the two employees sent to Moscow
filled 29 films, each with around 3,000 images.
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Preserve and Destroy: The Acquisition of Docume n t s

Printout of Microfilmed Death Certificate for
Dutch Jew David Aandagt, September 9, 1942

Hessische/Niedersächsische Allgemeine Report on
a Press Conference in Arolsen, November 10, 1989

Printing out Microfilm in the ITS Photo Lab,
Arolsen, circa 1991

The microfilms from Moscow finally gave the ITS
proof of the deaths of thousands of victims
in Auschwitz. Documents were often filmed
hastily under bad conditions. The focus was on
recording the victims’ names. Some documents
are partly illegible, like this one, where the finger
of the employee holding the book was in the way.

In November 1989 the ITS negotiated with the
Central State Archive in Moscow to film more
documents, including those from Sachsenhausen
concentration camp which had been taken to Moscow
in 1945. Acquiring such documents helped many
victims of Nazi persecution and their relatives.

To incorporate filmed documents in its archive,
the ITS had to print the microfilms document by
document. The printouts were then given page
numbers and stored in folders in the archive.
Names in the documents were recorded on cards
for the Central Name Index.
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Preserve and Destroy: The Acquisition of Docume n t s

Station
Interviews

I was in Moscow for four weeks. Then there were trips
“ Into 1994
the UK, several to Belarus – in Minsk. One time in Minsk
I arranged a last-minute trip to Brest for a week in the same

„

period; I was in Ukraine several times; Prague, twice in the
Czech Republic.

we were on the road, you never knew what to expect.
“ When
… In big companies, you were taken into the cafeteria. But in
some places you were taken down into the filthiest cellar, in the
„
winter, with open windows, and then you had to improvise.
Jens Paul

Constanze Schmidt

in Speyer, we were in a psychiatric hospital or something.
“ Once,
... I didn’t have a clue about euthanasia or anything … So you
really just looked for the names – is that maybe a Polish forced
„
laborer or a German Jew? – and you microfilmed it.
Jens Paul

Employees Describing their Document Acquisition
Experiences in 2018
The ITS continued to acquire documents until 2006.
In the end, the focus was on Eastern Germany and
countries in Central and Eastern Europe. The two
employees here describe their trips and the often
unusual working conditions.

then in Moscow, I was totally irritated at the start by these
“ Back
„
huge masses of German files.
Constanze Schmidt
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Preserve and Destroy: The Acquisition of Docume n t s

Redactions in the Original Prisoner Register
of Bonn Prison from 1944/45
After acquiring the documents, ITS employees
redacted the names of all prisoners not included
in the target group of foreigners or victims of
Nazi persecution. This action was based on a
restrictive German compensation law from the 1950s,
even though its narrow definition of persecution
had been publicly criticized since the early 1980s.

The Bonner Generalanzeiger Reported on
the Document Acquisition, July 22, 1983

ITS “Destruction Log” for Bonn Prison Documents
that had been Separated out, March 13, 1984

Securing the files from Bonn Prison was one of
the first new document acquisition efforts in the
Federal Republic of Germany. The ITS often acquired
files shortly before they were due to be destroyed,
as was the case here. At the time, there were no
laws requiring authorities to hand over their files
to a state archive.

The Bonn documents were separated according to
the dubious criterion defined in Paragraph 1 of the
German compensation law, and many were permanently
destroyed by the ITS. This shows how public debates
and new research concerning the Nazi persecution
of social outsiders and other “forgotten victims”
had passed by the ITS in the 1980s.
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Digitization
and

Preservation

The ITS was a pioneer in the digitization of archival material.
Its first major project was launched in the late 1990s
to speed up the process of providing information from the archive.
While there was limited space in the crowded rows of shelves,
multiple employees can conduct research in parallel on computers.
The daily use of the documents also resulted in wear and tear.
Digitization thus protects the valuable collections in Arolsen
from irreversible further harm or even destruction.
Although nearly all of the holdings have been scanned,
digitization and preservation constitute a long-term challenge.

Preparing to Scan a T/D File, Bad Arolsen,
August 22, 2018

Scanning a T/D File Image by Image, Bad Arolsen,
August 22, 2018

One major digitization project concerns the nearly
three million Tracing/Documentation files
(T/D files), which preserve all correspondence with
and about individual victims of Nazi persecution.
The scanning process starts by removing all metal,
checking the sequence of pages and the stamping
of the documents.

For T/D files like this one for former forced
laborer Sinaida Baschlay, the front and back of
each document are scanned individually.
Barcode sheets are inserted to separate the
incoming and outgoing correspondence.
A computer uses this to automatically generate
the proper digital folder structure.
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Digitization and Preservation

Metal Removed from around 24,000 T/D Files
to Prepare them for Scanning

Quality Control for the Scanning Process on a
Computer Screen, Bad Arolsen, August 22, 2018

Storing Scanned Documents in Acid-Free
Protective Envelopes, Bad Arolsen, August 22, 2018

To prepare each file, all metal is removed
(staples, paper clips, pins, etc.) to ensure clean
scanning and prevent long-term damage through
rust or tearing. The waste metal shown here was
taken from around 24,000 files over the course of
three months in the spring of 2018.

After scanning, quality control is carried out on
a screen so the document can be scanned again
if necessary. The digital copies are then imported
into the archive system, and relevant information,
such as names, birthdates and file numbers,
are manually entered in the archive database.

To complete the combined digitization and
preservation efforts, the T/D file material
is placed in acid-free envelopes to protect
the paper from decay. Most holdings in the
Arolsen Archives are stored in fire- and
water-resistant protective cartons.
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Digitization and Preservation

ITS Digital Workflow Concept from
Ossenberg & Schneider, July 22, 1997

Internal Report on Scanning the Central Name Index,
December 22, 1999

Internal Report on Scanning Progress in Parts of
Collections 2 and 3, August 21, 2006

In the summer of 1997, the IT service provider
Ossenberg & Schneider presented a concept for
handling inquiries fully digitally at the ITS.
It encompassed digital research in the Central
Name Index and in all archival holdings.
As recommended, the ITS and the service provider
soon began implementing some of these solutions.

The first big project was the digitization of the
Central Name Index in 1998/99 using sheet-feed
scanners. The ITS expected hundreds of thousands
of inquiries for forced labor compensation. The
report shows how difficult, expensive and resourceintensive it was to start digitizing the archive.

This interim report outlined the progress of
the document scanning process, which had started
in 1999. The list of holdings from the second and
third collections of the Arolsen Archives conveys
an impression of the mass of documents and the
length of the process, which is still not completed.
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Sinaida

Iwanowna

Sinaida Iwanowna Baschlay

Baschlay

1914–?

Sinaida Baschlay Working as a Secretary for
the Society of Nazi Victims, Kharkov, circa 2000
In the successor states of the Soviet Union, many
former forced laborers and concentration camp
prisoners were in a difficult situation. They suffered
social and health problems from the lasting effects
of persecution, post-war discrimination and social
upheaval. This made it all the more important to
fight for their interests.

Former forced laborer Sinaida Baschlay from the Soviet Union
is one of nearly three million people with a T/D file.
She was a draftswoman who lived and worked in Kharkov
before the Germans deported her for forced labor in 1942.
She had to work as a maid and in the armaments industry,
first in Berlin and later in a small town near Marburg.
When she returned to Kharkov in 1945, she faced rejection.
“Working for the enemy” was considered treason in the USSR.
From the 1990s, Sinaida Baschlay became an advocate
for Soviet Nazi victims to be recognized and compensated.

After the Liberation, Sinaida Baschlay Returned
Home to the Soviet Union, Kharkov, circa 1946

In 2000 Sinaida Baschlay Searched for Proof
of her Forced Labor in Germany, April 24, 2000

The forced laborers who returned were considered
traitors in the Soviet Union. Tens of thousands
were deported to camps, where many died.
Sinaida Baschlay was relatively lucky: she was able
to resume her profession in Kharkov. But she
did not talk about her experiences in Germany
until the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991.

For her compensation claim, Sinaida Baschlay
needed proof of her persecution. Like many
former forced laborers, she contacted German
authorities, who often forwarded letters to the
ITS if they could not find evidence themselves.
This is what the State Archives in Marburg did: in
2002, the ITS sent her the proof she needed.
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The Arolsen Archives have always had an international focus,
from the founding of the ITS in 1948 to the present day.
First run by the International Refugee Organization (IRO),
then the High Commission for Occupied Germany (HICOG) from 1951,
management of the ITS archive passed, after lengthy debate, to
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in 1955.
Since then it has been financed solely by the German government.
In 2013 control of the ITS passed to an International Commission
which had existed as a supervisory body for the ITS since 1955
but had not been active in this role for a long time.
However, it was above all the individual directors on site
who truly shaped the course and daily work of the ITS over time.
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Hugh G. Elbot, Chairman of the ITS Administration
under HICOG, at his Desk in Arolsen, circa 1952

Elbot during a Speech at the Former Barracks
in Arolsen, circa 1952

Mural in the New ITS Main Building in Arolsen,
completed in 1953

A US citizen, Hugh G. Elbot was the leading figure
at the ITS under HICOG from 1951 to 1954.
He was a lawyer who had worked for US intelligence
during World War II. He ran the ITS with the authority
of the occupiers, but also sought connections with
the Germans in the early days of the Cold War.

Until 1951, the work of the ITS under the IRO was
closely tied to relief efforts for Displaced Persons.
Elbot reoriented and restructured the ITS.
He dramatically reduced the number of staff,
set up the archive, established closer cooperation
with the German authorities and helped
standardize the information that was provided.

This and three other related murals were painted
by an artist from Kassel in the stairwell of the
new building one year after it was completed.
They reflected the self-portrayal of the ITS
at the time, serving survivors in the tradition
of the Allied liberators. In 1983 the murals
were removed during renovation work.
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Elbot Commenting on the Use of the ITS Archive
by US Authorities, October 1, 1953

Rappel, Journal of a Luxembourg Survivors’
Association, on the Future of the ITS, 1952

West German Chancellor Adenauer and ICRC President
Ruegger Signing the Bonn Agreement, 1955

HICOG ran the ITS for a limited period because
HICOG was only a temporary institution. The Federal
German Government was interested in the archive.
But should it be given to the Germans? This was
a charged issue for Elbot, not just because of
the Nazi period, but because various US services
used the ITS archive for their own purposes.

The question of the future management of the ITS
was hotly debated. Rappel was one of several
international newspapers and journals which,
prompted by Elbot, spoke out against giving the
archive to the Germans. Many concentration camp
survivors felt it was unacceptable for Germans
to be in charge of the documents again.

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
offered an alternative to handing over the ITS to
the Germans. It took control of the ITS in 1955.
The ICRC had extensive tracing experience.
But its leadership was problematic for the USA
because the ICRC insisted on neutrality and
maintained contact with the Soviet Union.
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Nicolas

Burckhardt

The Bundesanzeiger Published the New Core
Document for the ITS, December 14, 1955

Nicolas Burckhardt, First ITS Director Appointed
by the ICRC, Arolsen, circa 1965

The preamble to the Bonn Agreement, covering the
creation of an ITS International Commission, defined
the institution’s new foundations and tasks.
The ICRC took charge, for a limited time initially.
The German government handled financing, while
the International Commission protected the archive.

Burckhardt moved from Geneva to Arolsen in 1955.
Like all later ICRC directors of the ITS, he already
had a career in the ICRC, spoke German and was
a Swiss citizen. The portrait of Red Cross founder
Henry Dunant behind Burckhardt reflects the
reorientation of the ITS: from this point on, it
emphasized its exclusively humanitarian mandate.
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Cocatrix
Albert de Cocatrix Speaking at a Meeting of the
Neuengamme Survivors Association, Paris, 1975

1970

Engaging with associations of victims of Nazi
persecution in Western Europe was an important
aspect of the opening of the ITS pursued by Albert
de Cocatrix in the 1970s. With appearances such as
these, he clearly positioned the ITS on the side of
the survivors.

Albert de Cocatrix, Second ITS Director from the
ICRC, Speaking to Visitors, Arolsen, 1975

Freiheit und Recht Article on the Tribute
to Long-Standing ITS Employees, 1973

Albert de Cocatrix came to Arolsen in 1955 as the
deputy director and held the office of director
from 1970 to 1977. He was the first to start
opening the ITS for research and remembrance.
He was highly respected by the employees.
But the German government was increasingly
critical of the new direction taken in Arolsen.

In the 1970s, ITS employees were honored by a
director in this way for the first time after 25
years, and their work was publicly recognized.
De Cocatrix probably wrote the article himself.
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Züger

1977

Philipp

De Cocatrix (Left) Visiting the Auschwitz
Concentration Camp Memorial, 1971

Allgemeine Jüdische Wochenzeitung Article about
a Research Visit to the ITS, 1976

ITS Director Philipp Züger (right) with his Deputy,
Charles-Claude Biedermann, Arolsen, 1985

While Elbot had clearly positioned the ITS on the
side of the West in the early 1950s, de Cocatrix
sought contact beyond the borders of the Iron
Curtain in the 1970s, especially in Poland.
This gave the ITS the chance to also microfilm
documents there.

Director de Cocatrix’s new strategy included opening
the ITS for scholars and in-house research.
He broadly interpreted the mandate of the ITS and
invested money and personnel in it. This was
criticized by the German government and the ICRC.
It is not clear whether this is why de Cocatrix left
the ITS in 1977.

Philipp Züger came to Arolsen in 1978 as the third
director appointed by the ICRC. With his deputy
Charles-Claude Biedermann, he reversed the opening
initiated by de Cocatrix in just a few years.
He streamlined processes at the ITS, and the work
atmosphere declined at the same time.
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Biedermann

1985

Charles-Claude

Minutes of Züger’s Meeting with the
ITS Historical Department, March 14, 1978

Excerpt of Minutes of the International
Commission Meeting in Bonn, May 10, 1984

ITS Director Charles-Claude Biedermann Explaining
the Four Mandates of the ITS in the Film Traces, 1987

Züger first turned to the Historical Department
and its projects, which de Cocatrix had broadly
expanded. Züger felt that these were not part of the
responsibilities of the ITS. In this meeting, it was
initially agreed that they would no longer be
mentioned externally. The department and its
projects were wound down by 1983.

The last step in the reversal of the opening process
was the International Commission’s decision, brought
about by Züger, that the archive should be closed
again to researchers and the public. While the
archive had gradually become more difficult to use,
from this point on it was completely inaccessible.

In 1985, economist Charles-Claude Biedermann became
director of the ITS. Shown here is his reference to
the four ITS mandates defined in the 1955
agreement – but instead of “providing access” he
spoke of “reviewing.” This reference to the four
mandates was used to legitimize the sealing-off of
the ITS during Biedermann’s term until 2006.
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In the mid-1990s and especially around 1999, the ITS
and Director Biedermann were the focus of massive
public criticism. This revolved around extremely
long waiting times for information, the ongoing
exclusion of researchers and the bad working
environment under which many employees suffered.
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Withdrawal of the ICRC
Biedermann had to leave in 2006 after clashing with
representatives of the International Commission
about access to the ITS archive. He was followed by
three more directors from Geneva before the ICRC
withdrew from its management role at the end of
2012 due to the opening and reorientation of the ITS

2006

and passed control to the International Commission.
Member States of the International Commission:
Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, United Kingdom,
United States of America

Bundestag Members Asked Critical Questions about
the ITS Leadership, December 19, 2001
Director Biedermann’s approach and the legal action
he sometimes took against critical media and
employees were addressed in German parliament.
But the German government, which financed the ITS,
played down the criticism of individual members of
parliament. Biedermann held office until 2006.
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ITS Director Rebecca Boehling (center) at the
UNESCO Ceremony, Arolsen, June 18, 2013

The ITS Receives a New Mission Statement from the
International Commission, Arolsen, October 17, 2013

At the start of 2013, Rebecca Boehling, a history
professor from the US, became the first expert in
Nazi crimes to lead the ITS. In June 2013 she
celebrated the inclusion of the ITS on the UNESCO
Memory of the World Register together with
Andrzej Misztal, Chairman of the International
Commission, and a UNESCO representative.

In 2013 the International Commission assumed
responsibility for the ITS and set new goals with
the director it appointed. The transformation from
a tracing service into a professional archive and
documentation center shaped Rebecca Boehling’s
term in office, which lasted until the end of 2015.

Openness

versus

Isolation
The ITS had a very turbulent relationship with the public.
For years, the archive was not accessible to researchers.
This was criticized in the media in the 1990s and 2000s,
along with the shockingly long waiting times for information.
The ITS developed a reputation for always isolating itself.
As a result, an earlier phase of openness had been forgotten.
In the 1960s and 1970s, research was carried out in Arolsen
by numerous survivors, scholars and memorial initiatives.
The ITS also supported remembrance and commemoration projects
and conducted its own historical analyses and research,
all of which was to facilitate the processing of inquiries.
But in the early 1980s, the doors of the archive closed.
The ITS justified its isolation on the basis of data protection
and with reference to its main humanitarian mission
of finding missing victims of the Nazis and clarifying their fate.
Despite massive protests, the ITS held to this for over 20 years.
Growing international pressure from politicians and the media
finally led to the renewed opening of the archive in 2007.
Today the main responsibilities of the Arolsen Archives include
supporting and carrying out research and educational activities.
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Early

ITS

Sites:

Research

To trace people and provide information, it was essential
to compile knowledge of imprisonment sites and mass crimes.
From the late 1940s to early 1980s, the ITS conducted
a large research project on Nazi imprisonment sites across Europe.
It also collected early testimonies from thousands of survivors
who shared their knowledge about the camps in questionnaires.
The ITS was thus often the first point of contact for authorities
with questions about classifying and recognizing individual camps.
This specific activity sometimes led to tension
with the Federal Ministry of Finance which handled compensation.

Catalogue of Camps and Prisons in Germany and
German-Occupied Territories, 1949

Report from Survivor Josef Schuhbauer on the “Ulm
Protective Custody Camp, Kuhberg”, October 27, 1947

The national and zonal tracing bureaus needed
information about the camps to respond to tracing
inquiries. Nearly every office initially compiled its
own lists of the locations of such sites. This data
was combined in this first catalog, which was
later expanded and revised.

To document the many detention sites, employees in
Arolsen evaluated all of the seized documents. There
were many gaps, however. This is why survivors were
questioned as well. Around 1950, the ITS sent out
thousands of questionnaires asking for information
about the camps.
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Lists of Imprisonment Sites: Early ITS Research

Register Of Places Of Detention Under The
Reichsführer-SS 1933-1945, Arolsen, 1979

ITS Statement on the Penal Camps in the Emsland
Region, January 17, 1969

Into the early 1980s, the ITS strove to document all
Nazi detention sites in Europe. The last directory
of such sites was published in 1979, but it was
missing many forced labor camps and ghettos from an
earlier 1949 version. The German government wanted
the published list to be restricted to sites it had
recognized for compensation purposes.

Although the ITS was not an academic institution,
into the 2000s it frequently advised authorities
regarding the recognition of individual sites of
imprisonment. As early as 1964 and 1969, the ITS
compiled a list of imprisonment sites, which the
compensation authorities used as a tool for
investigating eligibility of applicants.
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Josef Schuhbauer

Schuhbauer
1906–1974

After his liberation from a concentration camp, Josef Schuhbauer
was committed to the analysis and documentation of Nazi crimes.
The Nazis had originally arrested Schuhbauer in 1933
when he was active amongst communist circles in Ulm.
With only a short break, he remained imprisoned until 1945:
in the Heuberg, Oberer Kuhberg, Welzheim and Buchenwald camps.
He was also in the Kassel-Druseltal subcamp of Buchenwald,
where prisoners were forced to carry out construction work.
There the SS appointed Josef Schuhbauer as the camp elder,
making him responsible for ensuring a smooth daily routine.

Josef Schuhbauer (3rd fr. r.) in Liberated Buchenwald
with Württemberg Survivors, April 27, 1945
Josef Schuhbauer was a founding member of the
Heuberg-Kuhberg-Welzheim Camp Association,
a group of concentration camp survivors from
Württemberg. He was also a member of the
Association of Persecutees of the Nazi Regime (VVN).
From 1966 his health deteriorated due to the lasting
effects of the abuse he experienced in Buchenwald.

Josef Schuhbauer, probably in Ulm, after 1945
After the liberation, the trained roofer returned
to Ulm, where he first found a job in the police
criminal investigation department. He was later
elected to the Ulm local council representing the
Communist Party of Germany (KPD).
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In the late 1960s, the ITS opened its archive for the first time
to numerous survivors, scholars and memorial initiatives.
The ITS also supported the creation of memorial sites
and book projects, like the Memorial Book of the Federal Archives
for the Victims of the Persecution of Jews in Germany.
These activities were proudly recorded in its annual reports.
The ITS investigated the Nazis’ human medical experiments itself
to answer special questions in individual compensation cases.
This began to change in the early 1980s, however,
and by 1984 the ITS had gradually closed its archive again.

Excerpt from a Letter from Former Prisoner
Eugène Ost to the ITS, March 16, 1968

Excerpt from the Speech by the ITS Director at the
International Medical Conference in Prague, 1976

Eugène Ost helped the ITS decipher documents from
concentration camps on human medical experiments.
He had been a clerk at the malaria station in Dachau.
This knowledge was needed for checking compensation
cases. From 1961 former concentration camp prisoners
from Eastern Europe who had been victims of human
medical experiments could claim compensation.

Director Albert de Cocatrix stressed the self-image
of the ITS in the 1970s as a “center for documenting
the time of persecution.” He reported that the ITS
had evaluated 59 human medical experiments in
eight concentration camps in the context of claims
for compensation.
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ITS Annual Report, 1976
The ITS described its participation in networks and
its support for researchers in its annual reports
in the 1960s and 1970s. In 1976, for example, it
covered the research of Rüdiger Lautmann and
Richard Plant into the persecution of homosexuals,
and the participation of ITS director de Cocatrix
at the International Medical Conference in Prague.

Research in Arolsen in the 1960s and 1970s
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Research in Arolsen in the 1960s and 1970s

spent long weeks in these archives, which did more than
“ I‘testify
to the extermination, torture and slavery’ inflicted
by the Third Reich, but preserved, sifted, and organized
„
the testimony so it could never be denied.
(p. 194)
Excerpt from Richard Plant’s Notebook, June 1976
In June 1976, Plant conducted research at the ITS
into the Nazi persecution of homosexuals. In his
notebook he recorded his findings, such as
information about the hormone experiments of
Danish SS doctor Carl Vaernet in Buchenwald.
These had mostly been carried out on homosexual
prisoners in September and December 1944.

at Arolsen was wearisome. During the day I was busy
“ Life
scanning lists, entries, rosters in the company of the dead or
missing. My evenings were spent alone, typing notes or walking
through the tiny village, which ignored me. The prevailing beery

„

coziness of the inns repelled me, and I imagined all these
redfaced men with their paunches had been in the SS.
(p. 196)

10 Years after Researching in Arolsen, Plant
published his findings in 1986

Excerpts from the Epilogue of The Pink Triangle
by Richard Plant

A German translation was published in 1991. His book
and the findings of Rüdiger Lautmann, who also
researched at the ITS in the 1970s, are now standard
works about the Nazi persecution of homosexuals.
More than 10,000 homosexuals were imprisoned in
concentration camps and often assigned to the most
strenuous labor details.

Richard Plant described his impressions of the ITS
and the city of Arolsen in the 1970s. Plant was
Jewish and homosexual himself and had left
Germany at the start of the Nazi dictatorship.
His father committed suicide with his second wife
shortly after the November pogroms of 1938.
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Gerhard

Schleimer

1921–2006

Gerhard Schleimer

you’re still young, it’s easier to get over some things, but after a while
“ When
the past catches up with you, and then it seems as if it were just yesterday.
You could actually say that it had a physical and psychological impact. But
„
you got on with life anyway.
Gerhard Schleimer on the Lifelong Effects of the
Medical Experiments, October 25, 2000

In September 1944, the SS doctor Carl Vaernet abused
Gerhard Schleimer for hormone experiments in Buchenwald.
After he had been arrested by the Berlin criminal police in 1941,
he spent three years in prison and was then sent to Buchenwald.
The Nazis persecuted him under Paragraph 175,
which criminalized sexual relations between men.
To this day, few biographies of homosexual prisoners are known.
They were subject to especially harsh conditions in the camps.
Gerhard Schleimer first had to work in a quarry.
After 1945, he was silent about his experiences for a long time,
because homosexuality continued to be a criminal offense.

Inquiry from the Ministry of Finance Regarding
Gerhard Schleimer’s Time in the Camp, May 31, 1952
Schleimer applied for compensation for the medical
experiments he was subjected to. He did not disclose
that the Nazis had persecuted him as a homosexual.
At the time, the ITS could not yet provide proof
of the experiments, because many abbreviations
in the concentration camp documents relating to
the experiments had not yet been deciphered.
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Just as West German society and historians started
discussing and researching “forgotten victims” of the Nazis,
the ITS closed the doors of its archive in the early 1980s.
One reason was the growing importance of data privacy issues,
which made it difficult for the ITS itself to acquire documents.
Also, the ITS saw itself as a purely humanitarian institution.
The archive’s closure led to many protests right from the start.
A turnaround and reopening did not take place until 2007,
when political pressure at the international level grew,
as did criticism of the ITS management in the media.

Flyer for the Exhibition Remembering Breitenau
1933-1945, August 30 to September 12, 1982

Letter from Dietfrid Krause-Vilmar from Kassel
Comprehensive University to the ITS, March 22, 1984

From the early 1980s, local memorial initiatives
campaigned for the remembrance and investigation
of the early concentration and labor education camp
in Breitenau. “Dig where you stand” was the motto
of many initiatives throughout Germany, which
dealt locally with buried Nazi history and stood in
solidarity with unrecognized victims of the Nazis.

In 1980, Krause-Vilmar researched the history of
Breitenau at the ITS. But from 1983 he was denied
access to the archive. He protested against this.
In this letter, he announced that he would contact
the ITS managing organization, the ICRC in Geneva,
among other offices. But the ICRC supported
the new isolation strategy in Arolsen.
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Video

Station
Excerpts

United States is not prepared to let the last
“ The
generation of Holocaust survivors die with the fear that
they will be forgotten and that their family names will be

„

swept under the carpet. We are not prepared to do that,
we cannot do that.

agreed that knowingly hiding the documentation
“ Itofisthegenerally
„
Holocaust is a form of denial.
Paul Shapiro | Titel, Thesen, Temperamente
„ITS Bad Arolsen” 12.03.2006 | Hessischer Rundfunk

approached by TTT, the German Foreign Ministry and
“ When
Interior Ministry point the finger at each other. No one is willing
to comment. Only this much can be said: they are not against

„

opening the archive in principle, but the negotiations had
simply not reached an end yet.

Commentary | Titel, Thesen, Temperamente
„ITS Bad Arolsen” 12.03.2006 | Hessischer Rundfunk

Selection of Petitions, Appeals and Declarations for Opening
the ITS Archive, 1990s

Looking Back: Why was the Opening of the ITS Archives
such a Long and Complicated Matter?

Letters of protest were sent not only to the ITS
but also to the International Commission of the ITS,
the International Red Cross, members of German
parliament and the press. This was meant to increase
the pressure on the ITS to open the archive.
The comments on the resolutions here are from ITS
employees at the time, who studied them carefully.

In 1998, the International Commission of the ITS
resolved to open the archive. But it was not until
2007 that the archive actually opened. This was
thanks largely to years of intensive effort by
Paul Shapiro from the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum, who had continually applied
pressure through the media and political committees.
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Cataloguing

Research

A lot has happened since the archive opened again in 2007.
The provision of information for Nazi victims and their families,
and the administration and preservation of the archival documents
have been professionalized and are still key responsibilities.
But above all, access to the archival collections is improving.
For the first time, they are catalogued with archival standards,
and new tools are being developed to explain the documents.
A reference service department has been established for visitors,
and various offers are available to researchers and educators,
including workshops, publications and exhibitions.

British Historian Ian Kershaw Viewing
Death March Documents, Bad Arolsen, 2009

Invitation to a Workshop on Death Marches
in Bad Arolsen, October 4–7, 2010

Since 2007, many scholars and local researchers
have visited Bad Arolsen. The ITS has developed
numerous projects to make it easier to access the
collections. These include research workshops,
exhibitions and teacher training seminars.

The workshop was organized by the Research and
Education Department, which was created after
the archive opened in 2007. Since then, the ITS has
started forming international connections again.
A working group was created to study the topic
of death marches in detail and to demonstrate
the research potential of the archive.
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Conference Participants, Searching for Traces of the
Death Marches, Bad Arolsen, November 23–24, 2011

Visitors at the Exhibition The Death Marches in the
Documents of the ITS in Berlin, December 3, 2013

Survivor Eric Imre Hitter Talking to Students,
Berlin, December 3, 2013

Ever since the archive opened, conferences have
been held regularly to discuss research findings.
Workshops, by contrast, focus on exploring the
archival collections and the potential they hold
for research and education.

Susanne Urban, head of the Research and Education
Department at the time, developed the first ITS
exhibition on the topic of death marches. Such
exhibitions are intended to make the general public
aware of the collections and invite them to
carry out research.

To accompany the exhibition, a talk was held with
survivor Eric Imre Hitter, whose story was recounted
in the exhibition. In April 1945, the SS forced
the 15-year-old Jewish Romanian boy on a death march
from Flossenbürg concentration camp.
He was liberated on the march by US soldiers.

Freilegungen – First Academic Publications
Following the conference Searching for Traces of the
Death Marches, the ITS established its own series of
books to publish research findings on the history of
Nazi crimes and their consequences.
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Professional Cataloguing of the Archival
Collections, Bad Arolsen, August 21, 2018

Working on the e-Guide, an Online Tool from
the Arolsen Archives, Bad Arolsen, June 28, 2018

Research in the Reading Rooms of the Arolsen
Archives, Bad Arolsen, August 21, 2018

Now that the ITS has opened up again to become an
archive and documentation center, its collections
are being catalogued for the first time. Many
inquiries today relate not only to people but also
to places or specific topics. New archival
descriptions are therefore being developed to
enable this kind of approach to the documents.

The e-Guide is an online tool that provides simple,
understandable, well-illustrated and interactive
explanations of the main document types held in
the Arolsen Archives. This enables users with
varying levels of prior knowledge to decipher
the documents independently.

Visitors receive support as they conduct research
in the digital archive on site. Nearly the entire
collection has now been digitized. They can also
use the library, which has works on Nazi history,
as well as newspapers and journals from the camp
committees of former prisoners and the
associations of victims of Nazi persecution.
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Infographics

Use of the Archive for Research, Education
and Remembrance
From 2015 to 2018, 9271 research requests were
received from 49 countries, and hundreds of users
carried out research on-site. The digital archive can
also be accessed through partner institutions of the
Arolsen Archives, known as copyholders: every member
state of the International Commission is entitled
to receive a copy.
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Epilogue

“My father is just one such victim
among many millions. They also have
no marked graves and no memorials
other than the files housed here
in Bad Arolsen.”
Thomas Buergenthal,
Holocaust Survivor | His father died in Buchenwald concentration camp

“Arolsen Archives stands for historical
truths. It is our conscience. But we need
to make use of it, as it cannot speak by
itself.”
Paul Dostert
Former Chair of the International Commission of the ITS

“The Archives offer unparalleled opportunities
for a social history of the Holocaust, or Nazism from the perspective of its victims. This
is an important counterpart to a perpetratorcentric narrative.”
Dan Stone
Historian

“The Arolsen Archives have been in a
‘notspot’ for too long. It is time this
unique source of knowledge went where
it belongs: in society’s midst, as a
moral compass for us all.”
Floriane Azoulay
Director of the Arolsen Archives
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